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* $1,25 Million Kitwanga School Could Change Education Patterns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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The one and one quarter million dollat~ elemen, adjacent to the elementary school, is in operation, it Kltwanga school compared to the lSS now in at- hundreds of thousands of cubic yards of rock and 
tary-Junior secondary school.at Kitwanga is ex- 
pected to bring many changes in the education 
lifestyle of the tiny eoinmunity approximately'57 
miles east on Highway 16 from Terrace. At present 
182 children, mostly from the native village, from 
kindergarten to Grade 7 crowd into the 4 classroom 
elementary school at Kitwanga, with an overflow 
accommodated by various prefab classrooms. 
When the new structure, now rising immediately 
will relieve this pressure by taki|~g pupils from 
grades 4 to 7. It will also enable grades 8 to 10, now 
having to make the 30 mile trip each way to school 
at Hazelton, to get atfendance in tho village. Once 
the new school is'in operation, therefore, only the 
grades.l! and 12 will have to go to make the 60 mile 
daily roundtrip to Hazelton. 
Predictions for 1979 are for 338 pupils at the 
tendance. 
Although the contract calls for completion of 
• constrUCtion within an 8 mooth period (October), 
veteran administrators are not betting on it; based 
on past experience, they think it will more likely to 
open next Easter. 
Before construction of the actual building could 
begin, it was necessary to remove a "small hill" of 
earth. 
As School District secretary-treasurer TedWells 
put it, With a lnt of faith, a little finance, and 
community c~operation, we have been able to 
move mountains to get Kit wanga the kind of 
schooling it needs." Wells sees the strategic 
location of Kitwanga nd its proximity to the Nasa 
as indications of future importance and increased 
use of the school plant there• 
-- • 
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From $11,000  to  SUN ' ....................................... X~ ............... ~ ................................................... 
Co l lo 's Gra bed  ' Debt  unst,, r nt  Slas 
• b Jud "V~nde ueht a roximately 50 cases I think the hiuhliuht of generally agreed that the /people employed at i i  y rg PP . . . . .  - • s,., / !~i . ' th mstd and Skeenavzew many of ~ut  Thirty Five ha~,ing lieen handled by the Semi Annual Terrace space, bo .. t.e . . L. . . .  uld 10so their 
members attended the the centre sines its in- Community Services oummewasa r g latter., w,uz,, we 
Semi-Annual meeting of corporation. Semeofthe Society meeting was the No-onecan argue that the lobs should a smaller unit ---- . 1 
Terrace Community patients (clients?) had very genuine concern Residence • has a be installed• With so ~ / |! : ' 
Services Society.. In a l ready  returned from shown by about twenty magnificent vtew ana many. peoole,, nut of work , 
Chairmnn Toy Greening, of the members ex- tended the meeting, for grounds..The buildings add the figures. Thiswas :, , ~. ~i cj~ . 
Directors, Lyle Petch, pressed ismay that with the . residents of are.noc tancy nut ae- the concern expressed by ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~o ~,~ ~ 
Francis Sabine~ Ren the revenue from liquor skeeuaview Lodge. I was coraing to spoxesman several members !~, ~ ,~ •~ ~'~ ' ~ ~ ~.~ ~ ...... ~ ~ ~ 
TAB Coordinator Melissa was avalltn~le for the present residence be thoroughly, sve.. yea dicated that there was a 
Sharpies, T.C.S. Coor- counselling, scrapped for.a smaller ago. Au ,.oor. tma..eers very adequate Fire Dept I i ; '  
dinator Ma La le ,  The Terrace Answuring unit down town, and the are sauna ana me uouer ,,,, th,, ~.n,,d~ wh,~ rg  n g ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .  . . . . . . . . .  
secretary 'Pau l '  Bureau is going/strong 'fellas' would lose all the system .ha.s:, a t  seasc members hold regular 
Roma C ia : and  Debt under :n  fundin ' advante' s '~ the ~''  esent 'anotner  xu~een years l'ud . .~ .y , .  . . . . . . .  .: CW., . , g :. . . .  ~ . . . . . .  ~ ...... . . . . .  meetin . Heconc .ed 
Mtertherea~bttEe~direeto ,  incnargeo~mm Mike aermanof  S .P . "  t lepreceeaenmseu.~ Mike Be ,an .  if a ~ $,~ 
minutes various o - -e  The wake-SRC (Cocial/Planning mem.oerspresent -ma " " []ea [ [ ] i  , . pr gr . . . .  . Questionavre could be • ii~ 
directors ave their earls answering calls and Review Council) is in prewous reports, in- oirmds~tm4 nmnn~t thp. 
' reperte. Mr. Gedden and requests for pagers -Terracetogalninputmto .die.a~g t ha. t . .  the staffand residents to see 
I~a°utlined what his had all increased in the the propnsed site of the ~^,"um~qgsw°'mureq'u~"'ea what their feelings are in ! ! ! ! j  ~ ! ~ ! ! !  ! !~!  i !  [ !e  !i!! [ 
amme had offered payst ear and there is no new 60 bed Personal and uarter, ol a tmllls°n ~ho m~tt~r Me R~rrnnn 
annng the past six reason, on the present Intermediate Core , ?~,,ars m renova sons are indicated that his was an 
months but mdicated basis, why the T.A.B. Hospital, and was guest to umy e~o.ney, us. _ excellent suggestion and 
dismay that although the shouldn't be a self sup- speaker at the meeting. ~.verat s.tatt.mem~.rs one he weula work on. 
Counselling Service was porting business in the The three sites proposed spoKe.ouca.~ut me.name Mr Berman thanked 
fillings de|lnite need, his future are, the nresent site, the sever  anoma me remaence ^ ; ^ . . '^..  t,.. ,~..~ ~,,,, t ss m signs don't st ians rl lng ir s 
funding was g°mg t° be In the absence °f the Will°ws site' °n Kalum "l?e" l°cated d°wntown' 'All t~il" dln°~ fr°m this h .  U r C p : :  sN  rapas l~s°etd  °O r eut from $11,000 to $5000 Social Planning ann (next to the Senior Also the added danger of ~.-. Inef~.~^~,:~,,,~ t ~ nt 
sometime in the near Health Committee Ci't~ens Residence) and w.a g .  on a busy ~ nnd ~ wm e back 
future. Mr. Godden in- director, Marg Lii~l~y•' the "'Mills ...... Memorial moreugntare: . . ,  u.ne ~er-'more" i'nTormation 
dieated that along with 'reported that Meals on ,Hospital site. mem~r mm.cateo.'ma. ( later' 
thecounseliingservieene' Wheels is going strong. Several spokesmen for tneresm.en~suvmg.mme ' - v e  v e  
also l~etures at the High and in recbgnition of all the Skeenaview staff ~enior Citizens resmenee . ~nairman ureeaing 
Selt r b the down still don't have an thanked Mr Bermav for oois to Grade 10 services rende ed y proceeded to tear .! . . ,.. . -. - : -  -- Although more than 100 Avenue as a semi-bypass pedestrians. ~hen the 
and 12 students, drivers delivering th~ the arguments for ~a aoequa~e siaewalx to attenaing the meetmg people have said they route for Highway 16 Kalum crossing was 
Francis Sabine said the meals, a tea would be downtown site as opposed enable them to walk and expressed hope that want a pedestrian walk- traffic." This decision closed off, people Hving 
Alcohol and Drug Centre given in their honour this to an 'isolation' site such safely on Kalum. ~e right.thing would be wayover the CNR tracks, meant that an overpass on the other siae at me 
was very successful with week. as Skeenaview. It was At present there are 100 clone in this matter. 
"" " I • " ' ° " ' • ' ! ' C a  Stud  !1 ed " "  - - i  - -  overpass being built are be built across.the CN a mile and a half long to Provmoe "o Back the chances of such an structure would have to tracks had to detour up to edoma ents  onor  r ,ro  ysl  .ooor g  e dow to. • .  to Mayor Dave Maroney. According to Aberley, To stop traffic across 
txofi s tore  U lOS lng  11011 s Two CaledGnia Sr. present ~eir papers .  letter of the invita" Maroney made that CNR insisted that ff an the.Kalum Street gracle,. 
Secondary School M~tt Hepplewhite was and, offer by the Store hours which are q~,, , , , . , ,~ ,~ h,,.to,.,, reply following a . overpass was allowed traffic barriers were . . . . .  t . . . . . . . . . . . . .  v - - . ,  .... presentation by Doug over its property, the installed, sigfials were 
st~l_ents, Phil Anderson one of anoiEer• e0 students Univermty of Vsctona o restricted b munici ,,oo,,,,.a,,,~h.iotlv~.than 
and Matt Hepplewhite selected to  observe the ~e Terrace tl~ee, from by-law* w i~ s0on .P~ ~e"~vin'c ' ia i?-stat-~s Aberley at Terrace municipality had to give removed 'and two small council meeting Monday up one of its existln~ on- "no trespassing" signs 
have'been chosen from a Symposium. As well, the Caledonia principal W.L. reeulatod bv nrovincial ,,,a . . . . . .  ,¢nr~,~d "by night which included a' ground grade crossmgs, were put up by CN'R. 
total of~80 entries and s onsor teacher, Mr. Sturn. In additton, Star statutes, whsch will' a~,~,,~,,~,.~,,,ol 
_ha_re been invited to the ~recht  has been invited essentialJy leave opening ,~,o-~- v . . . . . . . . . .  petition signed by more "With the final con- 'This has not stopped 
unt asked the Board for a • • Wh.n store hours are than 100 people, struction of the new pedestrians from using 
veralty o~ Victoria to accompany, the ,,-ant of tl00 towards and elosmg times up to .^. , ,~.~ ,, . . . . .  ,,~,,,~,] Aberley and the bridge and overpass one this crossing, Aberley 
m lure on May 4-6. presenter. " the merchants ,. ....... ~, -,~. e: . . . . . . .  ~e  ~eas ion  is the . . . . . .  ~efraying some o f  ~e ,r,~, . . . . . . . .  ~,~n' regulations, it will be up petitioners were asking would assume the issues stated. ' 
twelfth ' Annual , "xne umversity' . of expenses as part ot ]te _:~-.3,e- ,-~,, . . . .  to the RCMP to emorce for the walkway over the of a Highway 16 semi- "ISis not uncommon to 
.uuv~uu a reeom Hummltl,'n nd .q,.;,,-,,:- Victoria is l~..~r~g the' recognition .of the out-' , , ,o,,~,,, ,  t. . . . .  z .,,~: them, something council railway yards at Kalum .bypass and improved see people of all ages and 
• ~mnn~lum the " "~ following cests for the standing achievemen ot -:t.":',Ty='~: " - ' ;  . _ .  members are not ex- because this route to internal traffic cir- status using the old 
~v~'~tvhassnansored . above three: One way the participants. '~U~gc:~P c~°~g~iYf', pectinglocalpelicetodo, downtown is "dangerous culation for Terrace had crossing," he said, 
It is be~eved [o be the (Terrace-Victoria) Response by the .Board . " and should not be allowed been resolved, " Aberiey "Women pass groceries 
. • transportation,' meals for" was magnanimous. At ficulties .the municipality . . . .  ProsecutiOnolvedOf mer-in to continue as a threat o said."Unfortunately • to children, under box- 
first, time that Ten.ace ,. ,^ a . . . . . .  a ~,, u,,,ao,, ,i,,ht,o ,,o~H,~, was havmg menforcmg chants, m.v. , ... the lives of Terrace . this has not pi-oven to be cars, kids drag bicycl~ 
nag neon represented. """  ,°~ . . . . . . .  " ....... "~ ""~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~' the regulations "Midnite ~aaness wm residents." ~ the'case." over coupled cars and the : Phll Andersen was one commodation for two . a mutton to grant he sum 
con~ratulaio~$200'andsetnda lett r m Reeentl~s.ever~har~e d ~ ' ' " ' - "  .~,~,~ P[Oob;dib.lY ~Id[r°PDP:d~ The Kalum Street __..; .... ~ . general walkin~ public i of 24 f ina l is t  s from, Schoo.l on ~ crossing was first . ~am . uverpass . is must negotiate sm sets of - thro • wsmc~ ~o.  tm crer raee)  ng  ns, was. • . ughtout the Provmce received notification "by unanimously assed for wolating the by-raw Mareney. abandoned when the new manequate m a numner tracks from one side of 
who were invited to P ' following a 4600 Block . Anew by-lawrepealing LitfleBridgewasplauned of ways, Aberle~ said, the yard to the other;" 
i a i • M~I ' Merchants Association me existing snap ctosing and the decision was especta,y m m.a.t ][ "There has been death i
- ....... " ".~ l - '~ l~ * . "Midnite Madness" sale. by4aw willbe drawn up u.,,oonia myers o . . . .  The existing by-law and officially endor.sed by made to use Keith restricts the mobility of and tl secria~ binJthurye 
• . , . , ,  ruwm "got us into some .dif- council sometime m tne l J  I~ direc y . y : Minnlli.lal stead~', and pernaps even : 
, lop runners Outage  f iculty;" Aid. Helmut near future. . aM Ill ~WUWVNNU! growmg, use, of th is  : 
• . t~iesbrecht said, ex- Council also voted to I~n  . t rad i t iona l  route , "  
draw up a by-law to o,1, Tea Last week Caledonia (Prince George to Prince ..B.C. Hydro officials in plaining that council's Aberley added. 
Players '78 entored three Rupert)at. [he (Adult) the Kitimat office at- reasoning behind the repreal a garage and He asked that council 
plays in the Skeena. Zone Provincial Drama tribute' a power failure in change was prompted by service' stat ion by-law Skeenaview and April 24 - 30 and to take steps to provide a 
Drama Festival, along Festival to be held in " Kitimat and surrounding the fact that nobody because there appears to Terrace Community acknowledge the splendid safe, elevated pedestrian 
with plays from tho Powell River, June 5 areas Tuesday afternoon seemed to want the by- be no need for 'this, ~Serviees are pleased to support of the volunteers crossing, which he 
Terrace Little Theatre - 10, 1978. to the Alcan power law. council was told. take part in celebrating 
• National Volunteer Week and the Prince Rupert Holly Champoux, who 
Little Theatre. played the leading role in 
• The seven Festival "Marigolds" was , 
plays were judged by a ~,c0gnised as the 
Provincial Adjudicator OUTSTANDING AC- 
who selected Caledonia's TRESS:of the Festival by 
"THE EFFECT OF the adjudicator. 
GAMMA RAYS ON MA~ The I cast ' of 
IN THE MOON "Marigolds" was: Holly 
~ iGO/ .D$"  as the C hampoux,Debbie. ' 
best p.la'y of the Festival. Fonts, Irlna Schulze, 
......... Jean ~Wreggitt, Janet 
. Th is  Win' means giobro 
Caledor.la Players '78 will Director, Stefan Cieslik 
be invited to represent Aesisthnt Director, 
the Northwest Region Brenda Reid 
source. 
..Alcan pupilc relations 
manager Brian 
Hemiflngway says, "A 
switch failure somewhere 
between, tbe Kitimat 
smelter , and Kemano 
power generator was the 
cause of the one.hall 
power failure in the  
area," 
• .Hemingway assured 
that all 'power  was 
restored and things were 
running smoothly. " 
• Teachers 0nit I .mua 
Kenney The Totem Saddle ttessgnauons of the 
'following teachers were 
accepted at Monday 
night'S School Board 
.Dist. 88 meeting in 
Terrace: 
H. Smith - Skeeaa Jr. 
Secondar,/ 
Mrs. iC. Sereda - 
Thornhill Jr. Secondary 
:Ms.,S. Spieer'- E. T. 
Mrs. L. Perry - Stewdrt 
Secondary 
Ms. Gloria Benson 
South Hazelton 
Mrs. J. Parker 
District Impaired 
Hearing Teacher. 
The resignations were 
accepted with a 
minimum of discussion. 
Club Is having Its first 
Gymkhl/na of the season 
April 30 at the Lions' 
Park. Entries tart at 12 
noon. The event starts 
at 1 p,m: Membership 
musL be paid in advance 
before entries can be 
.accepted• 
L- 
and drivers of services fo 
seniors and particularly 
the "Meals on .Wheels" 
drivers and assistants by 
givinga tea in their honor 
at Skeenaview Lounge 
yesterday April 26 at 2:30 
p.m. Guests included 
senior.citizens who avail 
themselves to the meals 
on wheels service• 
Service to seniors and 
1974 and has commuea m 
deliver hot meals three 
about 350 month and they 
are still available 
very<proud of the fine 
estimated Would cost 
about $100,000. 
Council referred 
Aberley's request o the 
planning committee, but 
when .questiGned later 
about he possibility of an 
overpass being built, the 
mayor was pessimistic. 
Maroney claimed 
Aberley's estimate of 
$100,000 was not an ac- 
curate figure, and the 
actual cost, of con- 
structing a pedestrian 
walkway would be 
prohibitive. , 
o 
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Auto  Insurance  
' Reforms 
Education Minister Pat 
McGeer called Tuesday 
for what he termed a 
major reform in the 
automobile insurance 
system. 
McGeer, minister 
responsible for the In- 
surance Corportion of 
British Columbia and 
former ICBC president, 
said in an interview that 
he wants a system of 
compensation for bodily 
injury with a set scale of 
benefits, similar to that 
provided under the 
Worker's Compensation 
Act. 
The benefits Would be 
"predictable and 
therefore fair to all 
concerned." 
"The present system 
seems to be in a little bit 
of chaes because we don't 
really know what an 
appropriate award for a 
g~ven bodily injury might 
be. 
"One victim" of an 
automobile crash may 
recieve 10 times the 
compensation that 
another eceives." 
The minister said he 
was outlining a personal 
view which had not been 
presented to cabinet, and 
anticipated that it will be 
oppos~i by lawyers. 
LAWYERS COLLECT 
TOO 
McGeer said disputes 
frequently go to court-- 
he estimated that 50 per 
cent of the cases before 
the B.C. Supreme Court 
are automobile injury 
cases--and the plaintiff 
frequently has to pay a 
large share of his award 
to his lawyer. 
"It's an excellent hing 
for the lawyers but it's 
not a particularly good 
thing for the public 
because so muc.h time, 
energy and money are 
wasted while these 
decisions are thrashed 
out in lengthy cour'. 
trials." , 
He said it would be 
much more reasonable to" 
pay a given premium for 
statedbenefits fora given 
injury. 
"If one wanted to ob- 
tain more in the way of 
benefits, then one simply 
buys more insurance at 
the.outset." 
McGeer said drivers 
now- pay the same' 
premiums "but you 
.might be able to 'claim in 
the event of injury many 
times what I would be 
able to .claim simply 
because your earnings 
were higher or you might 
have a smarter •lawyer 
working for you in 
court." 
after bodily injury ac- 
cidents." 
BASED ON AVERAGE 
fie said the benefits 
• ~ould be based on the 
~v~'age .awarded across 
• he provm.~e or across 
"'vx, ada.,, dunr¢, the past 
.'we years. 
McGeer sale his 
rOposal will .a,ger 
wyers because the C~r.' 
rent system is based, o,. 
the adversary systenm- 
with the injured person 
suing the person respon- 
sbile for the injury. 
But in B.C., he said, 
where there is only one 
insurance corporation for 
public liability, accident 
victims are actually 
suing their own company. 
"In other words ICBC 
is beth prosecutor and 
defendant in every single 
bodily-injury case, 
creating a paradox. I 
would suggest that the 
paradox be ended." 
First Kitimat 
Disco opens 
loud 
by Scott'Browes to fill every crack of the 
basement setting, Wood 
After 8 Disco in the is the comforting factor 
Kit imat City Centre included in the decor, 
opened April 14 and has a which was de§igned by 
good clientele, according Ossi himself. 
to owner and manager . Prices are~ompetitive, 
Ossi Elsawaf. and' table attendance is 
"I have finall~ stopped fast. The three beautiful 
having the parties at my waitresses take second 
place. Now everyone can limelight only to 'Laddie' 
come here for a good the bartender or Rick the 
time", Ossi laughed_ disc master. 
A veteran of Alcan as A cover charge is in- 
welder and potliner Ossi stituted Thursday ,  
had had a total of six Friday and Saturday bi~t 
years in Kitimat. the change of scenery 
Proper dress, no tatters from other • Kitimat 
or patches, is a must for counterparts make this 
admission to the Disco. beverage spot refreshing. 
When entering the Hours of the After 8 are 
rustic atmosphere the from 7pm to 2am Monday 
sound of the boogie seems through Saturday. 
Hydro studies AGMAP 
After 8 Disco bartender Laddie. 
HELPS 
PRODUCTS 
"Now that ' snot tome The minister said there t ree spraying OTPAWA ' . • - (CP). --  AGMAP is trying to help. 
fair, logical or efficient, would be no favoritism in Strawoerry-zJavorea AGMAP is tSe 
Therefore, my pro~sal  such a systeh because all • milk, Japanesestyle Kobs . . . . . . . . . .  Canadian agricultural 
would be establishing a would get the same ~gncmturm ana rooa .beef and bottled rasp- . . . . . . .  products. 
given scale of benefits to benefits for the same pre- BHtish Columbia Hydro prayi g. . . "  . _ " berry juice are some of ~'roaucts ~arze[  
which all who are injured miums, will use a oneyear Roper sala stumes. -- . . .2.  ..... "" ..: ................................................................. 
would be able to ar- ICBC has put aside $76 "postponement of plans to show selective cutting o! .:... . . . . 
ticipate. Then t~ey ==================================================================================================================================================================================== milli°n this year to take ~ spra~' the herDicide 2'4"D "hi'gher trees °ne "year ti  ewBusiness ;" 
wouldn't have to go to care of anticipated bodily along power line rights- later woum no~ )eop- 
court. Then we would be injury claims for prior of-way on Vancouver ardize the safety of power 
able to settle quickly " years. ' island t° increase lines" Sydr° studies will l!i N • " r 
research into alternative concentrate on non- ot Imted m ou 1 of 4 'n B C ~e~ of controlling chemical maintenance B T 
1 • • vegetation, a Hydro methods,  including ~':! ~!' " educated spokesman said Tuesday. clearing by hand and morn e l  Directory. under Gordon Roper, Van- introducing species i i i ~ ~  TERRACE VETERINARY MEDICAL CENTRE - ,3$-S300 
couver Island manager, which will dominate ! ~ i ~ '  AURORA ANIMAL HOSP ITAL  - 635.2040 , 
i!ii ~t~ B O Y D S ~  E~aY SHOP-655-9410 ° 
"The initial and con- 
t inu ing  education of 
Canadians is • based 
almost entirely upon 
literacy. Consequently,, 
those who lack facility in 
reading and writing are 
virtually uneducable, and 
without education, their 
• employment prospects 
are diminished. 
said the Crown cor- 
peration will continue re- 
search into limiting the 
growth of alder and 
maple trees, the main 
problem on rights-of-way 
on the island. 
Roper said main- 
tenance requirements for 
power line rights-of-way 
were re-examined 
following meetings with 
residents in the Campbell 
• River area, where 
spraying of the herbicide 
was proposed. 
Hydro had proposed 
that crews using back- 
pack spray equipment 
would apply 2,4-D to alder 
and maple stumps along 
power lines ~ between 
Black Creek and Camp- 
bell River and between 
Gold River and Tahsis. 
Strong opposition to the 
spraying was voiced by 
area residents• 
Black Creek residents 
had threatened to set up 
picket lines to stop the 
spraying and to refuse to 
pay Hydro electric bills 
until the use of 2,4-D was 
cancelled. The Campbell 
River Environmental 
Council feared it would be 
toxic to numerous fish 
habitats. 
FEELINGS CON.~ 
SlDERED 
Council secretary 
Shirley Duncan said 
Tuesday that  Hydro 
appears to have consid- 
ered the feelings of local 
residents be cancelling 
the t;anaman Development Assistance 
hgricultural products Plan, a $1-milli0n-a-year 
• fund to help him or ex- 
pand markets for 
(CP) ' - -  Almost one- 
quarter of the adults in 
British Columbia were 
either ill iterate or 
severely undereducated 
when the last census was 
taken, says a University 
of B.C. education 
professor. 
Gary Dickinson, of 
UBC's adult education Farm. tax 
b nk  department, says in his Dickinson found that 
re__s  report that 20.1 per cent  the incidence of un- 
Finance Minister Evan of B.C.'s population-- dereducation was lower 
Wolfe's budgetary 316,-625 adu l ts - -had  in B.C. than in other 
estimates of $102,704,000 fewer than ~ nine years of provinces. 
were approved by the school according to the "In Canada as a whole, 
legislature Tuesday after 1971 census, and about more than five million 
a government member 62,000 adults (3.9 per cent people had eight or fewer 
called for a tax break for of the population) had years of schooling with 
farmers. . . . . . . . .  less than  a Grade 5 6.4per cent reporting less 
than five years and 27.3 • • education • 
The estimates, winch,, v'~n ":.,~ ,,as,o~' "  ,,,^ c a per cent five to eight 
passed after two days of • • • - --  . . . . . .  population of 1.5 nfillnon years of schooling," the 
aeoa~, were me nrst oz .,.~ ,= . .A  ,,. ,~. . ,^  • • • • os t -  .,, . . , .  ,,.~., .,,~ report says• "In terms of 
18 ram•t ies  totalhnR . . . .  • . xxgures point m an the percentage of pop- 
$4.3 billion, to be debate~ ~, .~ . . . . . .  t,~, of ulation affected by un- 
• • • ~cs& &A&as ,  5 i j taaaas , r~& , m the legislature durmg . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  aamts w]m ume or no dereducation, the figures 
tie current session. . • ' • -emptoyment L for Bri.tish Co lumbia  Debate off the estunates . . . .  . ~,: . . . .  a f,~. qualihcahons, the report • were the lowest of any 
of Rec~w.~.  , , , ,  . . . .  - . . . . .  Canadian province. 
servaUon Minister Sam ,, , ,~ .,.~,~.4..,..,r ~o~ "In actual numbers of 
Bawffwas to beRin today. .. ""~..~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  --~/- ~"  man rive years ot people, however, only ~oolal t;remc wrap • • . . . . .  schoohng prowdes a Ontario and Quebec had t~orge~mssa,em . . . . . . . . .  measure of what might more persons with less 
tvewuneyJ cauea on me ~ ~. .~a ~J.~^~ ,,~ than nine years of 
government toreduce the ill'~te . . . . . . .  if' " ' ° " : "~ . . . .  racy. wane mat oz schooling." 
munmum amoun~ oz e i - ' t  r or l s t gn yea s es The report says sales a farmer mus . . . . . . . .  assesses the populahon although the percentage maze so mat ms tanu can . . . . .  
alify as a farm under ma~ ]s severe,y un- of B.C. adults with fewer  
~e ETaxation A,'t dereducated and thereby than five years of educa- 
. . . . . .  "" t inadmissible to  most tion has halved since no SBIG me curren . . 
minimum of t1  600a ,,ear exlstnng voeaAlona l  1941,.the total number o f  
. . . . . .  ~o~ 'o.,~ ~,~,o t ra in ing programs,"  people with tha~ raven o~ 
- ' .".. '"~" ~'2/~ '~" Dickinson says schooling has increased 
mlnlster was aflvlseO oy . , , , ,~  , ~q~'al~ ri~ hv ,lmn~t ~fl '~"  ,',,nt 
big operators who want "~"  . . . . . . . . .  v -., .- . . . . . . . . .  r - -  .:- 
farming to be maintained OFFER . durmg the 30-year period. 
on a large-farm basis. 
Musaallem said that in 
TERRACE OIL BURNER SERVICES- 635-4227 
THREE RIVERS WORKSHOP - 635-2238 
Here/ Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE mation it needs• 
Roper said Hydro wil l ,  DALLY HERALD , 
apply limited amounts of 
herbicide on some sec- If you wish your  Business Phon.e 63§ 63§7 
tions of rights-of-way .listed for your  customers please cal l  m 
elsewhere on Vancouver 
Island. . 
alder and maple. 
He said limited 
• spraying might be needed 
.or  oo.r.. ot Wo'ro Duncanquestioned 
Hydro's plans to continue THE HOBBY Hu'r - 635.9393 
the use of 2,4-D in small 
testplots, saying the / . / s t o d  
corporation has been 
spraying for 25 years and GEMINi EXCAVATING - 635-3479, 
should have all the infer- 
CANUCK 
A CANADIAN COMPANY 
TRUOK 
RENTAL 
Crew Cabs, % Tons, 
RAGE 
AREA . . . .  
THORNHILt 
i Kofoed Dr, 
and 
1/2 Tons,. Suburbans, 
Jimmies, Conventional 
and 4x4's.. 
For rental information 
: ' t  
• i 
oontaot Terraoe Agent: 
':'/t:l)r' jim Mc Ewan 
Quoonsway area 0..4m 
DALLY HERALD h.l., Lioonoe Number 1402A Torraoo, D.O. 
the Fraser Valley, •'far- 
mers are unable to 
OdUce $1,600 income on 
e acres of property 
unless they produce 
"exotic production" such 
as bulbs or chicken. He 
called for a return to the 
old system of $100 an acre 
with a $500 minimum. 
PAY MORE TAXES 
Chris D'Arcy (NDP-- 
Rosaland-Trafl) urged 
the  government to 
require that B.C. Hydro 
pay full property taxes on 
its projects, as is 
required of private-sector 
utilities. 
He said projects built 
under the Columbia 
River Treab] and the W.. 
A, C. Bennett Dam do not 
a~ taxes, and the 
tenay had suffered 
greatly as a result. 
"We lost many things 
in the Kootenay due to the 
t reaty ,  and  gained 
nothing except shortterm. 
jobs and no money for the 
local communities." 
He . said the com- 
munities had to provide 
faeilLties for the influx of 
workers and are still 
paying for them even 
though they are no longer 
needed. 
Wolfe said Hydro has 
allocated $49 million for 
grants, school taxes and 
water rentals, and is 
paying school taxes on all 
its property except he  
hydro projects. The 
Crown utility also made 
grants in lieu of taxes to 
m~iclpalities. 
CARRIERS 
PHONE ............. " 
636-6367 
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BOOKK~IEPER. 1 
vacancy ,  $600.00 bi- 
weekly and overtime. To 
assist accountant with 
cost distribution. Ac- 
counts payable and 
general duties. 
PLUMI~ER, 1 vacancy, 
Union rate. Must be fully 
experienced, in service 
work and construction, 
occasional overtime is 
required. 
FALLERS, 7 openings, 
$135.00 per day, and 
bonus depending' on 
experience. Must be 
experienced in West 
Coast logging, two years. 
Saws are provided. In 
Prince Rupert. 
RECEPTIONIST, 1 
opening, $3.50 per hour. 
Reception duties 
minimal, typing, 
telephone, reception 
duties, and billing. 
REGISTERED 
NURSE, 1 vacancy. $6.00 
per hour depending on 
experience. Performing 
office nursing services. 
NIGHT AUDITOR. 1 
ning, $5.13 per hour. 
t be able to handle 
full audit duties. Must be 
able to control security of 
the hotel. 
BABYSITTERS- 
URGENT, open, 1) In 
employers home- 
Thornhill area must have 
own transportation. 1
child. Alternate weeks - 
must be non-smoker. 
$7.00 per day. 
2) In employers home- 
two references required- 
in Terrace, 2 children- 
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Ten'ace l ~ " " ~f~ Negative attitude 
toward military INSTRUCTORS, open, 7:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. ~ ~ . . . . .  
$5.60-$6.40 per hour, General babysitting, " 
Hours will vary depen- $7.00 per day. 4) In em- 
cling on ty~ of course any players home or out, two ~ Revulsion against the general in the Canadian 
person able to cam- references required- ~1~"  i W ~ .  Vietnam war had reserve forces. 
• | • spillover effects that He said Canadians as municatea skill, trade or Terrace area. child 6 ..... .[ ..... ~- I I I  H, ~ hampered Canada'~ partners in NATO must 
interest to a group of months-exp, with babies i~ ~ ' '  
adult students, a must-full time says -~ defence take part in the defencc of 
I 
! 
l~  ..... 
Ashley Proceviat, a member of the .Kermode 
Theatre '78 committee, assists Caledonia art 
teacher Dave Comfort with the silk screening of. 
folders for the B.C. High School Drama Festival. 
Folders were designed and printed by Comfort for 
the hundreds of students who will be coming to 
Terrace on May 17 for the proviitcial .theatre j 
finals. 
Transport package for 
north, promises Bennett 
held between the 
government and West- 
coast. 
Research documents 
prepared for the federal 
pipeline committee 
estimate 235,000 tons of 
goods will pass through 
Fort Nelson if B.C. Rail 
was part of-the pipeline 
picture. 
"The current thinking 
of the pipeline companies 
is that Fort Nelson will be 
the main railbead for 
much of the pipe and 
equipment needed," the 
report says. 
$~.00 per day. 5) In em- 
ployers home-live in-two 
letters of reference are 
required. Gossin Creek 
area-shift work-some 
housework-full time 
$200.00 per month plus 
room and board. 6) In 
employers home-two 
references required-in 
Thomhill area mi/st have 
own transportation-3 
children-some 
• housework-full t ime 
evening hours. $I0.00 per 
day negotiable. 7) In  
employers  home-two 
references required-in 
Terrace area. Babysit- 
ting duties-evenings only- 
1 child, la~ months old. 
$5.00 per day. 
COOK, 1 vacancy, 
$1,000.00 to $1,200.00 
depending on experience. 
Will be required to 
manage kitchen and staff 
and tofunction as head 
cook --should be fully 
experienced in food 
costing and' menu 
planning 
STATIONARY 
ENGINEER, 1 opening, 
$1,470.00 per month plus. 
Routine maintenance 
care of steam plant 
(maintenance of plant 
and ledge.) 
AGENT, 1 vacancy, 
$800.00 to $1,200.00 a 
month. Training of one 
year provided, should 
have backgroundand 
interest in economics. 
SHOE REPAIRMAN, 1 
opening. $800.00 per 
month. Must be able to 
Premier Bill Bennett said 
Tuesday that the 
provincial government is 
negotiating .with the 
federal government on a 
complete transportation 
package for northern 
British Columbia. 
He said in s n interview 
that the talks have ~een 
going on for several 
months and have reached 
a detailed, ministerial 
level, involving 
Economic Development 
Minister Don Phillips, 
Labor Minister Allan Wil- 
liams and federal Privy 
shift work-full time $9.00 operate all standard 
per day. 3) In employers equipment and machines 
home-two references involved with the trade. Council president Allan unaware of Bennett's 
required-Terrace area. COOK, 1 vacancy, MacEachen. proposal that the cam- 
Must have own tran- $500.00 per month. Must Bennett discussed pa, rff contribute to 
sparta,ion-1 child-19 have experience in  federal government  Keeping the extension 
months old, hours are oriental food preparation support Monday in Fort running. 
COOK 1opening $800 Oa ' " St. John, B.C., saying The federal govern-' 
month ' " hairdresser 1 opening that either federal sub- men, is still negotiating 
Must have expience in Commision. 'Licensed s idies...or.fund.s from with . B.C. .. to put the 
oriental food preparation, ex~ereinced applicants ~oomms vnpe t~ne txu- pnpe.une mrougn me 
• ',; ~ ..... . , . ,~ , .  . . . . . . .  o~y . . . . .  kon) Lid, areneeded to prownce~ : . : 
,: ~.'~,,'.~=~.~:'.' ~.~ :~":~/~,:-.'y,:,~'~:'.~.~.' :.,/]:.: ' ~/-,: ~'.;:,. ' '-~ : keep~'='B~C;: - ;iR~iil'~:. Forf.~;: ~;John,)~iderson . . . . .  
• ..-"'.':'~.;:~;~:'.;"~)...~',~.;.c"...'. ' . . .~ : . ' / . . . .7 , . ' . , . ' :~  . . . . . . . .  ~ - ~ , . ,~ . "  . . , . ' .  ~ ' ~  ~ ' -  . . . .  ~ . -~ . . . . . . .  ~- . . "  " . ' . ,~" -~"  - '  • ' "~"  " .  . ~g~nurse~.-..~.~.~.;,~SAWFl'FrER. l-opening.'~ Nelson - .extension m, ...execu~ve/vzce-pr~_ident 
one ~' 7 ha r erti 9 o rauon ox wes(coas~ Tran  niizgs;$.90.per u .  $9.60hrU.nc "fied.$.80 pe • . . . . • " 
t be R.N.-Sinlt Work. m~Ai~mCeur2ied~n?usty?Ve inAuir[O~altoct~?~naW:y s?~?n~ o~ Fm~ib~s r, 
ELECTRICIAN 1 experience c~rbide and recommended that the said disctAssions about he 
ogening I W A Rate la~d "~ 400-kilometre xtension, pipeline have been held 
l~ust be certified one " . which needs $36 million with the provincial 
year sawmillexpereince. LIBRARIAN 1 opening, fol" upgrading, be government, but the 
' $1,800.00-$2.300.00 per abandoned, subject of payments to 
"As well as being an 
interchange point for 
goods being transferred 
from rail to truck, and 
some goods being trans- 
ferred, from aircraft to. 
truck, Fort Nelson will 
also become a service 
centre for the coustruo- 
tion of the pipeline in 
northern B.C. and the 
Yukon from 1980 to 19827' 
HEAD TECHNOLOGIST 
I opening. $1,286.00 a 
• month D.O.E. Must be 
able to supervise lab 
staff, machine main- 
tenance program and 
advise duty rester. 
preparedness. 
Toronto lawyer-author 
Richard Rohmer said 
Tuesday. 
He also told a service 
club that there has been a 
turnaround in Canada in 
the way the people regard 
• the military andthe proof 
is that the government 
has undertaken a "very 
badly needed" re. 
equipping of its armed 
forces. 
" "Although we didn't 
participate in Vietnam, 
ere was a spillover of 
attitude .... a sort of 
horror of revulsion in 
relation to the. Vietnam 
scene," he said, "And 
with that came a negative 
attitude toward the 
military in the western 
world." 
Rohmer also is major- 
Europe. pointing to the 
strengthening d soviet 
and Warsaw. Pact for- 
ces," on a scale which is 
unparalleled.' 
Rohmer said that if 
Canada's military 
reserves are to be ef- 
fective they must be 
trained on the same 
eqmpment he regular 
forces are using. 
"That is fundamental," 
he said, "and yet it is a 
target which has not been 
totally achieved except 
perhaps in the navy." 
Rohmer also said that 
not only does defence 
spending create jobs, the 
armed forces are the 
largest educational in- 
stitution in Canada• 
635-5257 
-guest books 
R -streamers. -bells 
-napkins .flowers 
l r  
JL~ -invitations -cake •tops 
4624 6reig ~(~[~r~J~ ~ ~  
presents , 
O -photo albums 
D -cake forms -cake decorations 
-custom made bouquets 
L-~, 
Plan A Perfeot Wedding With Us 
Transport Minister Otto 
Lang, who would have fi- 
nal approval for rail 
subsidies, said. his 
department has not been 
consulted. 
A federal transport 
ministry spokesman said 
there is no overriding 
national 'reason for Ot- 
tawa to bail • out the 
railway. 
Spokesmen for ..," 
Foothills, which ~,vould be 
responsible for the B.C. 
segment of the Alaska 
Highway pipeline, said 
Tuesday they were 
annum. Suitable REFUSED COMMENT the BCR has not arisen. 
professional experience- In Ottawa, MacEachen DISCUSSIONS HELD 
B.L.S. or M.L.S. degree refused to comment on Bennett said staff-level 
with two years related the• negotiations and discussions have been 
experience preferrable in
vocational academic Lawye 
institution r sues  
PC,. school  tax 
• mcreases 
press for Hbel 
Two friends of a justice 
department lawyer said 
in British Columbia 
Supreme Court Monday 
that they made humorous 
comments to him after 
reading a Vancouver Sun 
article concerning a legal 
case he was involved 
him, but he tookthe  
matter seriously. ~ 
Charles Anderson and 
George Kare were 
testifying at a libel suit 
l~unched by lawyer Paul 
William Halprin of West 
Vancouveragaiust 
Pacific Press Ltd.; Sun 
proceedings against 
Leonard Peltier, an 
American Indian 
Movement leader wanted 
in the United States for 
the murder of two FBI 
officers. Grant was on 
Peltier's defence team. 
Peltier was extradited 
to the U.S. from here Dec. 
18, 1976, ' following 
hearings in .the B.C. 
Supreme Court and the 
Federal Court~ of Canada 
and an appeal to Justice 
Minister Ran Basford 
Peltier sought political 
asylum in Canada. 
Publishi0g Co., Sun  
publisher Stuart Keate AvoID PAINT SMELL 
and lawyer Peter Grant. Add one teaspoonful of 
The April 19, 1977 ar- pure vanilla to each 
ticle quoted common.is by gallon of paint to remove 
Grant on the extradition' the smell. 
NEW BIG TUB 
B.C. (CP) - -  Trustees 
have approved the Pricne 
George school district's 
1978 $47.4 million budget, 
but have objected to the 
increased amount local 
taxpayers must pay. 
The budget is a 12-per- 
cent increase from last 
year, 'but local taxes  will 
mersase 16 per cent. 
Trustees were told at 
meeting Tuesday that the 
new budget means about 
$50 more inschool taxes 
for the owner of a $50,000 
house-~-abeut $41 more 
than those '  paid by the 
average British ' 
C91umbla taxpayer. 
A report by secretary- 
roaster  Mac Carpenter 
Big Oapaoity 
Big Savings 
Big Value Ferrijte Features/ 
.Oellcate, Permanent 
press and regular 
fabric cycles. 4 Water 
level settings. 3 Water 
temperature sail ings. 
Zinc coated steel 
cabinet with tough 
acrylic enamel finish. 
Glont size porcelain 
enamel , tub with 
Power Fin Agitator . 
Attractive Chrome 
metal tr im 
~A-308 
showed there was about 
$550,000 in special grants 
from the ministry of 
education in 1977, but 
there are none alloted for 
1978. The report showed 
this difference raised the 
1978 mill rate by 2.18 
.mills. 
Reduction of the basic 
education grant added an 
additional 2.25 mills. 
"We should accept he 
budget under protest and 
object to the increased 
bdrden thrown onto the 
local taxpayer, said 
trustee Austen Howard- 
Gibbon. •"We're still 
accpeting it, but we're 
showing we're 'annoyed 
with it." 
( ~k  , , .  • 
' ,  ,, n V Less ' B n : 
' urgea";u" " r,zeo.'" "" mamo:"re'" :: than any previous Dig Tub .ayiag 
, Maytag Dependability.the most important feature of all! 
'~  • ~ ~ I - °~]~,  • [lUffED EDITION WASHER 
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Help Wanted 
Waitresses 
Uo-you ever wonder when you pass a 
restaurant and see a 'Help Wanted -- Waitress" 
sign in the window, or go to a Manpower office 
and notice that no matter how few jobs are open, 
there are nearly always requests for waitresses 
regardless of the unemployment level? There is 
a reason. A good reason. 
How convenient is the restaurant for the 
waitresses who have to work in it? How have 
their needs been catered to? How is the table and 
floor plan laid out for convenience in serving and, 
sten-savin~ How far must hey travel to fetch a 
~la]s of wa~r? A piece of cutlery? Crockery? 
Salt, pepper condiments and napkins? How 
convenient are the chairs and tables mr c~eanlng 
the floor, etc? And the lighting -- how easy is it 
for them to see to write out the orders? 
Almost invariably ou will see the kitchen at 
one far end ef the restaurant, the aisles awkardly 
arranged, requiring a maximum of steps to take 
the customer's order, than back to the kitchen to 
relay the order, thanback to the table, then back 
to the kitchen-- for about four to sh  round trips 
before a single table is served and the table 
cleared. 
.That is one aspect. 
With dim lighting, "semi-private", booths, a 
young, attractive waitress is highly vulnerable 
as a target for crude behaviour from male 
customers. Add to this, the fact that many 
restaurants are now licensed to serve liquor. 
Alcoholic consumption i near darkness, and 
semi-privacy of restaurant booths'in an obscure 
corner 'makes the  waitress an even more 
vulnerable object of sexual advances from male 
customers. Yet the waitress is always aware o ff 
the necessity for "pleasing" the customer. If she. 
gives him the brush-off too openly he will make 
his anger known to the manager. Several 
complaints -- and the waitress can lose her job. 
If she shows even a normal dislike of obscenities 
hurledher way by drunks, near drunks, and 
grabby run.of-the-getter smart alecks, she can 
suffer in a score of ways, 
Unfairly -- low wages force her to rely on 
"til)s". If she doesn't' play along with the 
customer -no tips. It's as simple as that. More 
than one waitress has been the object of assault 
• and rape by customers she has refused advances 
from. 
And speaking of safety? Waitresses often have 
~.o  to work ~r ly  in the morning, and also take 
tlieir shift lM~e dt night. For hospital nurses and 
ot~/.~i~sfiti~'tiofibl ' female staff, contracts may 
~l i  for free transportation to and from work 
after ten o'clock at night. Not so for waitresseS. 
Restaurants usually refuse to accept any 
responsibilityfor the dangers involved of having 
to go home after dark. 
There isa third area of hazards for waitresses. 
This also can and does apply to chambermaids. 
.The young "sexy" highly attractive girls [ 
usually are able to fend off unwelcome ad-J 
vances.., not only from customers but also from | 
their male managers and bosses. It, however, is J 
not so easy for the older women, with families |
dependent on them at home for support. TbeYi 
caunot quit and walk telling the customers and 
bess* to "shove it". And, all too often the 
Customers and employers know this --  and take 
full advantage. 
At least one local establishment is noted for a 
situation of this sort of sexual exploitation of 
staff to a most shocking degree. 
Not only is the wage scale extremely poor for 
" waitresses, -job security i~ practically nil, A 
waitress can put ii~ faithful service, year after 
year. She can suffer in silence returning only 
smiles and good nature when the cooks spoil the 
food, the milk turns sour, the toast burns, the 
bread is moldy, and the chicken or hamburger 
under-over cooked or on the turn. One day a 
sweet young thing comes in to apply for a job. 
The boss takes a look at the pretty little doll -- 
and the look in his male customers eyes as she 
walks in. Then he looks at the plain, fired, 
haggard "old faithful" --  who has varicose 
veined legs from being run ragged on her feet 
all day. You don't have to carry the situation any 
further; you know what happens next, without 
being told. . 
What ~s the answer to this sort of exploitation? 
Is it a true picture of the profession of waitress 
today - - in  Terrace and in Kitlmat? Is this an 
over-dramatization, a "Tear- jerker" of 
writeup to sell newspapers, tearat  readers 
heart-strings, or what? 
Busy as waitresses are; tired as they must be 
from long hours of work, perhaps ome of them 
will come across this. editorial, and they will read 
it for tbemselves. 
If this is just so much "hogwash", hopefully 
some of them will write and tell us so. We would 
be most delighted to hear how wrong we are. 
How a conscientious waitress is able to earn a 
successful living at her job. How she is able to 
please her boss, serve her customers politely and 
efficiently without being subject to getting 
pawed at, sworn at, have to wrestle or humour 
drunks; that she is able to afford her own 
automobile and drives to work and home again 
without having to walk the cold damp streets in 
the morning dusk and the dark, scary streets 
near midnight. That she is able to work and 
enjoy her profession year after year, knowing 
she is covered with some sort of retirement plan 
that will keep her comfortably in her old age; 
that her husband and children are able to feel 
proud their wife and mother is a respected 
waitress; one they can be proud to tell their 
friends about. We'd love to hear it! 
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Above photo  f rom negative taken by Gordie Howe, 
less than 4 months ago, is of dog tied to. line, said to 
be one of 3 dogs owned by family of squatters in 
Thornhfll district Of side road near Jaekplne Flats. 
Left tied, in starved condition, blood soaked snow 
tells story of long delayed eath that resulted when 
~ : , ~ : 
i 
chain ruptured dog's windpipe. Another dead dog 
was recovered by Howie under house nearby; 'a 
third dog was running wild, killing neighbour's 
geese, and had to be des~oyed. Terraee-Thornhil i  
has no SPCA. Voluntary worker, Gordie Howe, has 
had to destroy numerous "pets" similarly 
mistreated and abandoned by owners. Concerned 
residents of Thornhili area are desperetely trying 
to organize a local branch of  the  SPCA and put  
some teeth .in laws preventing cruelty such as 
shown above. Photo enlargement eourtesy Erie 
Brorup. 
Above picture of Dead. Dog: Does Terrace need an SPCA? 
In My Opinion 
by" Vic Jolliffe 
How not  to p lan  a new cour thouse  
This is the second part of an article regarding the first area to be looked at by developers for re- The services are being costed out and a further 
the Provincial Government's announced in- zoning for Commercial use. The land on the west meeting will be held between the two parties. 
tention to build a Health Unit; and new Court side of Kalum, between the E. T. Kenney School The latest item to arrive is a rather caustic 
facilities on land presently owned by the and,Kalum Street, has been considered as the . letter from our M.L.A., who for a short ime was 
Government on Kalum Street - -  Zoning R.3 futuresite for Skeenaview, and may indeed finish . a member of the Terrace Council. It can only be 
Residential. up being used for that purpose - it is at present assumed that Mr. Sheiford was either ill- 
The former N.D.P. Government purchased residential. ~mformed as to what Council's position was, or 
this landfor housing and built a senior citizens If one looks at the District of Terrace zoning that the M.L.A. is supporting the government to
housing complex on the south west corner, map~ you will see that the Commercial zone i~ the detriment of.the, pe~le that he represents: 
The Health Unit plans were, we are told, in the designed to spread as a ribbon adjacent to the TO comply, wtm meoL~over .nment's r ~ m  v
working drawings tage - .although neither the Lakelse Avenue, end south to the rail tracl~.. , woma rage m excess ox vne rm,ur..-u ~,  x. 
Regional District; nor the Municil)ality, has any 'The centre of the town is Eb v and Lakelse : ~e  '~: Thousand Dollars-~($150,000~ : i'o~t ii,:of,~,.t~'~ 
idea of What • is in the plans. This time last year ~ placing Of' the CourV facilities in ihe nor~.,ast ~ District of T.errace ~xpayers ~e~i / , : I ;  ha4~ 
mways tnougnt mat me system went me omer the RegionalDistrict offices were to be located in corner of the community is not deemed to be 
the complex:and the taxpayers in the region good planning. " - . ' way. • . 
were to pay up to Four Hundred and Sixty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  There is one other interesting item. When the l 
Thousand Dollars ($460,000).as their share. ~ne rrovlncmt tsovernment~ t ; rown ~or .  
There are indications from B.C.B.C.~ that the Poration B.C.B.C., has corresponded with the 
building has been drastically cut. One recent District of Terrace on March 7, 978~ recom- 
mending, and I quote, "that Council change its letter indicated that perhaps a One lVlillion 
Dollars savings could be realized. A local Ar- zoning for the Court House.and Health Centre 
chitect is working on the drawings, and recommended that Council upgrade Olson 
It would appear that the location of the Health Avenue, build side-walks, curbs; gutters, storm 
Unit is now settled. The new Court facilities are drains, blacktop avement, in the block flanking 
a different story altogether. ~ our property with adequate storm /lra'mage,• 
The building of a Court Room, holding gaol; street lighting and other services as required." 
and other government offices in what is essen- ' Council met with B.C.B.C., officials, ana were 
tially, a residential area, will put pressures on told that the crown corporation was a profit 
existing zoning'which will influence land oriented entity and expected the District of 
development onour community. Lawyers liketo Terrace taxpayers to pick up the ~ost of the • 
build or have their offices as close to the Court above services. Members of Council informed 
facilities as possible. There is no land in the the Corporation tha~ they were certainly willing 
immediate vicinity zoimd for this purpose, to negotiate, but didn't ake lightly to the heavy- 
The houses on Olson Street running east front handed way the crown corporation was handling the Yocal taxpayer - and I sincerely hope that our 
the back of the Shell Station, would probabiybe things. M.L.A. will support us in our endeavors. 
• . . . . . . . . . . .  . • • • • • .  • *~.  • .................................. . - . . . - . - j : . - . - . - _ . - . - . . . . . - . - .  ~°.~-~°~..*.°~.°.°:~°.*+°:°.~.~.~°.~:~*`.°~:°.~:°.*`°~.°.*..~.~:~°.~.°`.°...~:~°.°~°~*~:°~.~:°~°:~;~;~;~:~; 
o- .%.o . . ,  .%'.'.'°%%%~._%'°'.~.%%~e~e;*~.~.~o:.~ ,~ *~?~.:,~ .~o ~,~ ;,~,;*;~.'.." ~;,;°;e;, ;*;~ oO..;. . .  ;.%. ~,% ~; ; , ; .  ~o~%%ee%*~.~,~*;?~e*,% % ;,~;%%%.,o;.;,.o%%%% o.~;~;)%~;% .%*..*o.%.%.%'.*~;,,%*~,.% .%*;~;~.. . .o.* . ,  ..;e~e.*.......,;o~.i..o.,..;°;%.~.~oi°. %.~;..~.~°`.~°~`.;.;~.~.°;~°;~'`~.;`~`%.;.~%.;~.~.~.~.`;.~*;`.;°;.;%.~.;.i.~.°..°'%.;°;%%.~.~.;%.;.;.~°~ ;%' . ' . ' o  . . . . .  • • • • * 
Ottawa Offbeat 
by Richard Jackson 
Ottawa --= So they're starting to phase out 
wage and price •controls this very month, and 
what do you know? 
Why, it's going to cost only $1 million less this 
year than last to operate the Anti-Inflation 
Board. 
And while controls may fade away, the AIB 
and its staff of 750 lives on. 
Especially the staff. 
For when the Board finally does wind down -- 
and its Director General Ralph Blackwell allows 
that could happen by the end of next year -- the 
"Son-of-AIB" will be born. 
As you might guess, "Son-of-AIB" is planned 
as a post-controls monitoring wage and price 
agency, to be run by Sylvia 0stry, chairman of 
/ 
And then, in the very next year after doing an 
abrupt about face on controls, the government 
solemnly promised that the AIB staff-would 
never exceed 100 or cost more than the $5.4 
million it took to launch the agency. ~
Well, in 'only another year, the staff had 
ballooned to 920, and the cost o $22.9 million. 
There was a bit of trimming of staff in 1977, but 
because of the cost of outside consultants 
largely, the cost crept up to $23.2 million. 
For the current 1978-79.federal financial year 
when controls are being phased out and they're 
preparing for the birth of "Son-of-AIB", the cost 
of operations i down only slightly to $22 million, 
with a staff shaved back to 750. • 
Which goes to show you that old public service 
Government revived the story that they were 
going to build new Court facilities in Terrace -
one of our local speculators went around and 
optioned some residential land, and thex tried to 
persuade the Government topurchase that land. 
I didn't hear the M.L.A. making any noises about 
that one - how come? 
April 25th . This article was written before 
Monday night's Council Meeting of April 24th. 
The reader should consider that this is one 
person's'opinion - in the same way as when you 
h"sten to the radio, it is one reporter's opinion, as 
to what is happening. 
Let me assure youthat all members of Council 
are attempting-to achieve the  very best 
arrangement with the Provincial Goveument for 
Letters to Editor: 
Disapproves Of 'Vigilante' 
government jobs - they 
are awarded to people 
who really want to work 
and have the ability to do 
so. And ifyou can'tdo the 
job, then don't ake it on 
for money - or anything. 
else because in the end, 
you only hurt 'yourself. 
Signed: Not afraid - E. 
Michaud 
Who are you, 
Vigilante? Are you so 
special you can't sign 
your own name? If you 
are going to be em- 
barrassed about whatyou 
write , you shouldn't 
'write anything at all! 
As far as reference to 
the ~hool District 88 
which you seem to enjoy 
#eking upon, ~ and 
the Economic Council of Canada. 
Sylvia says -- and Sylvia carries clout -- that 
the agency likely will nave a start' ot 100. 
Most of them will come from the Anti-Inflation 
Board to the new agency, to do what, beyond 
drawing their salaries? 
Who knows. 
For Sylvia's monitoring agency will have no 
power beyohd the questionable authority of 
exerting "moral swasxon." 
If it should find some wage and price levels 
wil~y out of line, Sylvia's brave barid of 100 
survivors of the AIB will be able to jump up and 
down, point an accusing finger, and scream 
"shame." 
But that's about all. 
Remember how it was back in late 1975 when 
the AIB was first set up? 
Prime Minister Trudeau has spent the 1974 
election ridiculing the very idea of wage and 
price controls as proposed by the Conservatives 
to contain inflation. ' 
agencies not only never die, they don't even fade 
away. 
It could only happen" in the never-never 
.bureauJratic land of "Fat City," where public 
servants are never laid off it they can be tran- 
sferred, or if all else fails, even promoted. 
The process is smoothly synchronized. 
As controls begin phasing out this month, the 
• staff will start dwindling, ana Dy me ena ot next 
year, perhaps vanish completely. 
But as AIB slowly and painlessly expires with 
its staff disappearing itno .the public service 
woodwork "Son-of-AIB" will be being born along 
with a starting 100 new jobs. 
There's a worrisome similarity between 
"father" and "son" in this particular agency. 
AIB started out with the promise of never 
needing more than 100 on the.payroll, and went to 
920/ 
Its "son" comes into the faattl~rbed world of 
the  public service with the same pledge of 
restraint. 
Makes you wonder, what? 
J 
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Lang accused.of Cash in on* coins Candidates watched by 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  The memorative coin i s  a 
• • • 1 mining industry is collector's item with a RCMP . . . . .  n e w s n a n e r  savs  1 1 _  
~ . u ~ o r l ~ n  e r l m l T I l ~ . l C , ~  pressing the ~overnment value ~.th.a.t. changes .m.~.,~.~.v.,,..,,. r J [ -  .¢  
~ . ~ - - - ~ t . ~ . ~ - - - v J ~  l lmt -L . .~z f f im. .~m-- -v~. - - -~- -  to put the mint to work graauany, u a~, an, . . . . . . . . . . .  ,^,. . . . . . . . . . .  ... 
- turnin~ out gold coins for Bullion coins must be TORONTO (CP) - -  The • provmce~,,~ ,-o ,.,,,,-~ ~r-.,.,.-. V u~. .  
__  " . . . . . . . . . . .  ~i . . _ .  . . . . .  ~ La-~"~ concept hat each inves~rs  around the produced in great volume Globe and Mail says that says. . . . . .  ~ su.~sequen~ . . 
t'rogresswe uon- warn mu~:. m.u~,© - ,u  - "~' . . . . . . .  ;.'*~" - ~ . . . .  "~**  -^~^-'^'~ -- --~'~'- "~ the one sac at instrucuons mragrapniedicams wnac • fo rm ot  wane ortauon worm ' , . . ,4. a . v . ,  n,. , , - . -  ~ - , ~  . . , ; . .u . .o  , , . .  . . - -  
sarvat ive  MPs  accused  la ter  q.u let ly~,dropped. .  . . . . . .  ,:. . . . .  - , .  Qpor . . . . . .  v.,,,;',o.~,, mnk, ,nm,m maru in - - th ree  her  cent  is RCMP were  issued apphed to~ Tel~.rts on the  RCMP means  by  a 
• t A scneme~ to  rovnee :mo.. .u ~u7 .~. vw.  - , , .7 .  " " - "~ . . . . . .  - - -  - -  " " t in  " ' " Tran art Minister O to P . • " " ted tions on electron candzda es subversive trace.  In • • all Canadians such a m~ti-miilion the widely accep detailed instruc . . . .  Lnn~sP~ day of do l ing  $290 million in md for He stud sa . --  " - ' " nd En~,lilsh Canada, with a. submitting the sub- t n ortation ~hould be willing to share ~o~ar business would be standard unlike cam political surveillance a . . , out federal  tran- urban rasp  ch " can- different set for can- vermve traces, only a trsns ortation costs, a boon to the old mining memorative coins whi on reporting on ~ . . 
~ .~at iongrants  a elec- :y~emrS ~rnOUog~unOUetdthie "~Pe all sham those industry and gwould allow are _produced in small didates in federal, didates. ~n_a! l  thre e .very brief s~tement .v~ll. 
no. v,u,m~n.. .__. .', . . . . . . .  ,_ , . - ,  : . . .m. .~ '~----~- *" ~°*~' ;" on a numbers with a iarie ,,rovincial and municinal teveisi in t/ueoec. .. De reqmreu, n..e.t 
"The government  is xu~, was cancenea.m ?_~,a-- =~.~,;o ,~0,?~? -~.~- '¢ '~n" t~ in- mark-un for the mint ° eVleetions in the ea~l The Glo.be. says the 'member o! Commumsv 
• t a l  1977 because  it was too cu . -~mu. - - .u . . .  . .~ . . , , - . .~  . . . .  . ~ • Y selecting nts poll ic . . • . .  document states: Farcy at uanada, • " Lan said McCam accused the vestorsaroundtbeworld. Mining ofhcmis prefer 1970s. ,, . urns and spending its expensive, g , . All e~ectmn can- Brandon,  Mani toba,  P] . . . .  a . . . . . .  ;,,at lnt~r thgt thnt nrn~rr~m government of favoring They say it would create coins to other forms of In an Ottawa story, the . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , . . . . . . .  
II~UIH;.y m ms us~.j~.~. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r - -o -  . . . . . .  l beta '  ~e over -  seven (uaates  o t  seeur l£y m-  xu~ ; o r  assoc iate  m • r the West in its tran- thousands of Jobs. go d tl g ..- newspaper says . . fashion, which brings was r.oplacecl by anothe. _ . . . . .  .. . . .  ~--~o o~ nt-minted co~ scan be tions, terest.mll be reported on known Commmunmts, • Uitln omer overn- D lavr ta ,u - t~_ ' "~- - the  The coins, unlike the me ~ pages of instruc . . . ,. , about .disunity m this g g ' t the fnles lnsted below 1965, or executive • of the four known collector s sent out of he trY a renti taken from an . ,, t rommas e euse . better eot~ p y nation, Fred McCain men p , " t er old regardless of thezr member of AUUC, iki id the ~ a~ntic provinces, coins, areboughtandsold uryfree. O h g ~P.~M~ manual, we~ . . . .  ,. (Cerletan-Charlotte) told Mazsukows sa . _ _ t t • • or amzational afflliat|on, Welland, Ontario, 1961, banks and other exports are subjec o a recenved m the mad . . . 
the Commons. gover~nenc has .not .re- ..Referring to. the .fact ~____, . ,  a , , , , , .  ; ns 17 5 n~r cent duty ~r . . . .  one of the ~t ica l  onentat|on or or 'donated $25 to Front 
at cne mac Lan .  Is tram t .uau~, - .  . .o . . . . . t .o  . • r -  -, . . . . .  nd. :  b~ . . . .  The government has maven anY . . . . . . .  g . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  ¢ ,I,,, .,,,,at ,~q~e ~ .,~,,,,o~ ,,,,m;,,o~ ,~,~;,~ ffeogravinc locatxon, de Liberation Queeecom, 
. . . . . .  , . . . _  . . . .  , . . . . .  ,~;o , , , .no. , , ;oo in  . , .~;~,..  ~asxatcnewan Met :am - lucy  ur .~ v .~ us m.  . . . . . . . . . . .  PEED . . . . . . . .  e , ,  . . . . .  e,-. . . . . . . .  , , ,~, ,  , .  
5uooP. J ] l  uu~u.  Lo J~m,y . .u~.-L, ,V, . . - , - . . -~ . - ' - 'M. . . "  ~ v . . . . .  . t, * • Jt=O~, Y ,, • /flar small m- Minm omc]am are Wnth the document was In the prownce of . t ntion to trans- rates. In fact,  the sand there must be ira- pop • . , The uses to winch the 
an~t~nltinn oliev bec se disvaritY has been " roved ' rai l  service vestments now av.allable..urging ~o. yer to  get mto anunsigned, type.written . Quebec.. ~e.  terln, of ~l,,otinn in tnrmat 'on  
~ '~==, f - -2 i~ , . ,v~ au  i~ . widened." he said. Pcross Canada. "not lust Unt i l  now the .rpmt...na~ me m.arxe~ as soon as note--m .~'ren.cnT-trom securnty m~er.esc..w.m =~,~L:;~" h~" ;~,~nR~ 
~',,-~';:~,~'" Conee~ative New 'Democrat Les in the area of Canada ~reduced llmite(l.-edi'tton .~s ln le  m~r  .l~ssage on someone ~.escnt~ as a ai~ply to any.c.anataa.ce =,~ '~-~ ~e-not ' c - l '~r  
• " - ' - -~ ' : * '  . . . . . .  " - -  " - - ' - - -~-  ' "~-" - -  • ~-~ wher o the --,;-;0,o- Issues for conecmrs ,  ms  gate cam ore. victim at me razor .  WhO runs tar entice unuer : - - -  v--:. - . .= ... .  ,__ [ranspor~ crit ic uuu J~ujmxJm txt~ um"--~,~ . ~ - - .~--~.  • •" _ l rom £fle lnscrucuon • u . , , ,~ , ,w,~;  Centre sal~ s Lana lnves--that's not Rood commemorating, specific ..Market cond~ons, are RC .MI~. h~dqu..ar.tera the banner of an~ known ,~, . , , , , , ,  
(~~added betrayed the public by enough." - events uch as ~ u.l~/m- zfl.eal.,u~e.y say . '~e  tar.ge A D~ymton. m tnm.w.a--: or suspect.co suovers|ve . . . .  - ' :- ' :" . 
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Wind turbine 
he, home 
Street 
off the job 
patrO ! 
T T  1 1 ' science magazine, high winds. 
A street-patrol program Hd '~ ' l~ lF l l~d '~ 'Mld~ J~d~lM'~S _Rogers drew his own The mill cost only $500. Cop playoffs. S1400,00 " $2,27S.00 $2,02S.00 
designed to assist native L J L V J .  A J & I V J u . ~ - ,  ~ ~ ' p lans  and bunt a 20-foot- for materials out it L0~K The announcers, who or simply return or simply return or s imply  returr 
people suffering tram .. " ' 1 h igh  wind turbine nearly 800 hours of work have not indicated when " '  ' 
alcohol problems may ~1~ i~ ' | "  w-~f~-w~lL :~ capable of generat ing  before installation was  they will return, walked FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
turn into a year-round • ~ I! I I~ J I .  & L Iq~qt3 J~. l tq~ enough electricity to heat completed in late March. offthreethehoursJOb A prilto procest17"for CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS 
welfare program if the J L  . h i s  small, three-bedroom Rogers estimat~ thata  what one union . ,  COLLECT987.7111 
federal and  provincial ' home. comparable reany-maue spokesman said was a BELMONT LEAS INGLTD.  
WINNIPEG (CP) - -A  growth hormoneandsex The wind turbine, a unit would cost about t t win the 1160MARINEDRIVE  
governments agree to n- locally based program is steroids cam.nine, to ~,~ that has become tl0 000 CTBC attemp o 
mnea the scheme. • , ,, - , r - ,  .- , • right to hi~e announcers NORTH VANCOUVER,  B.C. D,00479A help ' about 200 prouuee growm spurts. ,w,,,lm. Amn, a w;nd -o  hm~s to be able to 
i Orgnnizers of the catPnam~anchildren" The growth hormone ,v-v . . . . .  " . " ' - "  . . . . . .  " ~" t his" furnace" 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  newer enthusn~'~'s bears do wthou 
Kenora Native Street achieve wnac  they  never was n l rs t  nso la ten ,  m the ---no .~.--...--....~nanmhlant'~ " -. n .n .,,,,--"nvt ~m;ntm',,...~., ~--o"q|no .._._-wind 
Patrol are calling on'the could before-- owth. pituitary gland m tha late traditional windmill It n ered e lec t r i ca l  • • OW 
governments for funds to The program, ~e~ded 1950s, he sand. However, looks more like an in !=-board  heaters He is 
expand their assistance b physiolo ist Dr Harry in 20 years of study, re- • " "~.  • ". • 
~esen ,  he~ps drastically searchers still are limnted three f le~ le  ~laes fibre another m'~l to operate 
program. . ' . carted e beater, with conszderm braiding 
shaft children grow taller by the fact that the " t " " " • Joe Morrison, ad- . . . . . . . . . .  blades ,bent to~ether a his Inghts and electr|cal 
by injecuon ox a namrm hormone m croup/ ox U.Se topand bot tom~ an oval  apnliances minlsiratur of the street substance culled growth when • the gmnu m patrol, said his or- . . • . . . shaneroughlylike a giant ~gers  had considered 
Uormone . removea at  an autopsy. .'¢,,,,t~u "-- " . . o ; . .  anita- ,~n,~rov hnnt 
L. ~mization wants to hire The 'hormone ' is, Consequently, the ""tl~rI~e t rad i t iona l  ~e~[~ed~;"~t wa~ ~oo 
two~ workers ~ patrol  secreted by the pituitary., i)rogram relies.totull.yon windmills, whiehmuntbe comulicated Kenora's  streets after • gland in the neck anu a0nors tar me x~,uuu . . . . . . . . . . .  ,,-~- "' • dark, helping people who . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  _~ pampa mm me wren nor sonar energy Is 
areunable t 9 find shelter sfimmatm growm uunng plcm.rary~., gmn_,os rece~vm_ maximum ,~wer,.v  the ~-athered mostly, in • 
or who need medical at- .file early .s.ta~es. of life. ea.cn year. .Tne growtl~, t~l~bine can use wind summer and then must 
tention. , when me mue hormone summnce ..m exwaeteu from any direction The be  stored," he said. 
isseereted, the child wfll from . me • glanS, td~,4~o~'o /h , . l~ ;m,¢~, ,n ,~ t ,,w.h.,,;-d vouaetmost  
"" . . . . . . . .  nd then dis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ° The street patrol,, age no..rm,,auy, ou.~ .win pr~e~_~,  a] . . . . . .  ,.L" .rotate automatically but in  winter when you ne~ 
founded in 1975, has been grow up am s~gnuy mouceu across t ,u  • • . " ~ .  ~.,._.~...~ ~.~ ,.. ,~ . . . . .  ,.... , . . . .~  , ,h, . , . . .  must be .started e~ther it and use nt nght away. tc 
c~ed i tedth is  w inter  With ,1-, ~-- , - , , , ,  . . . . .  , -  . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . .  m le"  . 
assisting 374 persons who . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "- '  - -n  then manually or electncally, is very s, v • r eenc ox orasucauy  ~.uc .  ~: . .u  , : .  , . . . _  , . ._ ,~__ : . . . .  pe ' " " on in an= mrum~: m con were unable to find short ersons suffer from reeexve his injecti • P " ommunit netted to an 8,000-watt WATCH YOUR STEP 
shelter, Morrison' said. this hormone defimency, his or bar e Y" aftarnnr---current LONDON. (CP) - -  A 
M0rrison sa id  the Ch i l .d ren . fmm. .acro~ BOOSTED PSY .~enera~orU~which Rogers shopkee~r has put a 
uanaoa,  nncnuanng street pat ro l  was . . . .  receive CHOLOGICALLY TOO 'purchased from aircraft beware-of-theuog notice 
established after studies ~ani~onans, ' 
by i : the Kenora social 'injections'of the hormone Growth ~curs..wtthin a -  ~u~ s SLOWED °nthmeersd~°~ t bre~ad~ 
p lann ing  commit tee  three limes a week manta ana nociceahle uncnecKea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  wmus o: on nzs cnmuauu~-'-~ 
~howed that one person a through the prbgram growth in three months. ~ . . " 
financed by an $80,000 The positive eft.eat for the ~ ' I week was dying violently 
in the (Kenora area from grant from the.Medical ,  child can oe significant, 
exposure, drowning and Research Council. Dr. Friesen said. II ~ ~,  II • 
tr~inaecidenm. Results'are impressive. "It 's helpful because • . i ,~' ; '  ~ r l l~r , .~ , .~m,m~r~r~ | 
) :Morrisonsaldthestudy The children can grow by the kids can see they're | \ \~'~_~'~,[ m ~1-a -a~:~ l 
as much, as four to five growing. I t 's an 'enor- | <~( i .~  ' , | 
showed most .cases of inches in only slxmonths, mous psychological boost • J~ . . (~ ' ( )~L  W3~Tdr~dr lk~[ ]L '~  | 
a lcoho l  violent" death inv°Ived said Dr! Fr iesen'  al" f°r them'" abuse. " ? ~ ~ I X ; ; I  
1 I 635-2525 
• ~ L  AND SMALL  BUSINESS ,'~L 
INCOME TAX PREPARATION ' 
though , a three-inch Treatments last until 
Under. the patrol growth per year is con- the boys reach five feet 
program, two two-man sidered ~verage. - two inehes and the girls 
teams patrol  ~,eno~ WON'T HELPADULTS five feet, ,or until xrays 
streets from 4p.m. Dr. Fdesen, head of show there is no more 
8a.m, helping home and physiology at University growth potential in the 
assist ing persons who of Manitoba faculty of bones. All this may take 
have medical and social medicine, explained the 10 year's. 
problems., injections will. not work The most serious 
Gunny Norris, director onadults, since they have problem facing, the 
already lost their program, Dr. Fr iesen 
of theKenora Children's potential for further said, .is col lecting 
Aid Society, .said the ~r0wth.' pituitary glands. The 
,street patr01ass!sted his "Most, of the' growth 15,000 collected annually 
organization last winter takes place at the end of are not enough and 
by dlseovering 14 cases at the long bones and spine, there's a. wafting llst, 
. cinildahandonment. The cartilage is what "We could double or 
, i Kenora poliee say the actually g rows ,  causing trip.le the number of 
patro l  was responsible the two ~ bone centres to ch i ld ren  t reated wi th  
for finding and helping keep going up with it. The adequate supplies. Right 
'between 30 and 40 people carthage disappears at now, we must restric{ it 
who fell asleep in snow- the endof puberty, when to  those absolutely 
hanks durinR the winter, a combination of" 'the deficient in the gland,'/ 
"NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY"  
SnO-" . 'Up  
460a LAZELLE AVE. 
TERRACE B.C.  
I II 
ooupon ,.: • • • • J • oo  • e oee  go  • ooo  eeo  *oe  o ' i ' o Jeoeooooeoeo  
• "FREE " 
• 99  • o 
: , 
i upholstry attadunent with. 
i ,rent . !.s.u..p..P. lies extra) i 
|oeeeo  oooeoooeo|  • • eeoeooooo le0eoeoeooteoQooO 
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Dave Kenny ind Alan Scales will be 
0 
f 
ifornia nex(week 
to compete in the National Tdathelon Championships between Canada and 
• . . , , . , '~  - '~ : , :~ i :  : : . : , : " . -  ~ ' ~;  • , , 
Spurs push for points 
San Antonio Spurs, never won. who led all scorers with 
known for running and "This puts a great deal 27 points. "We've got to 
gunning, used their of  pressure on us now," keep running." 
formula to stay in con- said Washington coach Denver beat 
tention in the National Dick Motta. Milwaukee Bucks 1i8-104 
Basketball Association "If we have an 11'man at Milwaukee. The 
layoffs, while Denver effort in Washington Nuggets leads that series. 
uggets called on their . Friday night like we had 3-1 and can close it out at 
pride to bounce back tonight, the Bullets are in home Friday night. 
from an embarrassing trouble," said San An- "We all watched the 
defeat. • "onio's George Gervin, film of Sunday's game 
"We've got to run to and it was tough;" said 
win," said forward Mike Denver coach Larry 
Brown, referring to the Green, a recent addition. Spod 
to,the starting linup who 143-1~2 pasting the 
scored lBpointsas the s h 0 d s  Nuggets suffered at 
Spurs hit 52 per cent of Mflwankee. "We heard 
their shots and beat the commentary and we 
Washington Bullets 116- CANADIAN ON TEAM saw the expressions on 
105 in San Antonio Tues- PRAGUE (CP) --  The the Milwaukee players' 
day night, only Canadian member of faces when they were 
It was a must win for the sevenman officiating introduced and how the 
San Antonio, which tra.qs team for the world crowd got them all hyped 
up.  Washingbn 3-2 in their hockey championship is "It 
best-of-seven quarter- Pat McCormack, 30, of was a lot Of pride 
final playoff series. Toronto, a former and execution." 
i ,, 
Diamond Users ~ Contact List 
Ball Diamond User Tournament Schedule- 1978 
Minor Softball- June.10th & llth - Agar No. 1, 2, 3 
Ladies Softball - August llth to 13th , Agar No, 1, 
Riverside & Rotary 
Scrub League - September 5th to 10th ~ - All fields 
(District & School Board) 
Mens Softball - August 5th to 7th - Riverside & Rotary 
Native Indian League - July 28th to 30th. Riverside & 
Skeena 
Minor Baseball - June 16th to 18th - Agar No.l, 2, 
terrace Commercial Softball League - September ? 
Ball Diamond User Gl;oups Contact List- 1978 
terrace Boys Minor Baseball - Ray Johnson - Box 44B- 
535-2310 (W) 
terrace Girls Minor Softball - Bob Turner -R.R. No. 2 
Copperside, Box 13 - 638-1623 
Ladies Softball - Mata, een Nicholson - 2914 S. Kalum - 
~35-3870 
rerrace Reds Baseball Club - Red L'Estrange - 4608 
Straume Ave - 633-5065 
Mens Softball - Gary Rix- 4525 Keith Ave. - 635-3482 
~crub League - Ken Grange - 4909 Scott Ave. - 635-5647 
(H) 635-7144 (W) 
terrace Commercial Softball League- Ray La Chance 
4822 Sunset Blvd. - 635-7641 (H) 
the U.S. between Ma3-5 the two 16 year old Terrace youths will take part in the swimming, running and pistol shooting competitions. Dave and Alan will 
first go to Victoria for weekend training camp. 
Washington can wrap it 
up Friday night at home, 
• where the Spurs have 
Holmgren comeback Victory for Flyers 
-- For  just a moment quarter-final series. 
Bobby Clarke scored 
the Flyers first goal at 
13:43 of the first period. 
Buffalo's second goal 
by Derek Smith, came at 
13:04 of the third period. 
The Sabres were unable 
to get one past goalie 
Bernie Parent after that, 
even when they removed 
their goaltender with 2:04 
left. 
PARENT SPEC- 
TACULAR 
Bernie Parent was 
' spectacular, especially in 
the first period when he 
stopped 11 shots. Some of 
them defied imagination. 
Clarke said the Flyers 
were able to beat Bur- 
.laiD-the Sabres had a 3- 
0-1 regalar-season record 
against Philadelphia-- 
because Parent was 
superb in the nets. 
"Obviously we got 
great  goa l tending,"  
Clarke said. "He 
(Parent) made every 
save. He made some 
unbe l ievab le .  He 's  
moving around out there, 
controlling the puck ... 
You can teil,'because 
Paul Holmgren wanted 
the world to stop so he 
could get off. 
"I was mad at myself," 
said the 22-year-old 
Holmgren, one of the few 
American-born players in 
the National Hockey 
League. 
Holmgren, .a right 
winger with Philadelphia 
Flyers, failed to clear the 
puck properly from 
behind the net, and the 
mistake helped Buffalo 
Sabres tie the Flyers 1-1 
at 10:53 of the second 
period Tuesday night. 
BUt 14 seconds later, 
the sixfoct-three 
Holmgren, from St. Paul,  
Minn., redeemed himself. 
He scored the go-ahead 
goal as the Flyers went 
on to a 4-2 triumph and 
moved into the semi- 
finals of the Stanley Cup 
playoffs. 
Ross Lonsberry and 
Don Saleski each scored 
after Holmgren to build a 
4-1 cushion that stood up 
and enabled the Flyers to 
eliminate the Sabres 4-1 
in the best-of-seven 
Nystrom notches 
quarter-final win 
(CP) -- While they rested 
in their dressing room for 
the overtime period, 
Bobby Nystrom and Bob 
Bourne carved notches in 
their hockey sticks, each 
kidding the other that 
they would get the win- 
ning goal for New York 
Islanders. 
Nystrom won, blasting 
the goal on a breakaway 
after 8:02 of overtime 
that gave the Islanders a
2-1 victory over Toronto 
Maple Leafs  Tuesday 
night and a 3-2 lead in 
the i r  best -o f - seven  
National Hockey League 
quarter-final series. 
The playoff shifts to 
Toronto for the sixth 
game on Thursday night• 
If needed, the seventh 
game will be played here 
on Saturday night. 
Mike Palmateer, who 
has been sensational in 
the Toronto nets, again 
kept the Leafs in the 
game as the Islanders 
showed more zip in their 
attack with 40 shots. 
Toronto had 30. 
From the moment the 
crowd of 15,317 booed and 
hissed and drowned out 
the playing of O Canada 
because the fans had read 
that Toronto owner 
Harold Ballard wouldn't 
play the Star Spangled 
Banner at Maple Leaf 
Gardens, the night 
seemed jinxed for the 
Leafs. 
Toronto was. unable to 
mount the kind of fierce 
ch.ecking ame that won 
twice for the club on 
home ice. 
The loss of all-star 
defenceman Boric 
Salming because of 'an 
eye injury hurt Toronto's 
power play, but the 
Islanders were equally 
ineffective. 
GOAL-TENDING DUEL 
It was  up-and-down 
hockey for most of the 
game highlighted by the 
goal-tending duel.bet- 
ween Palmateer and 
Glenn Resch of the 
Islanders. 
The Islanders Wed to 
stay loose and after the 
tough first 60 minutes, 
they marched into their 
dressing room trying to. 
• forget he tie that had to 
be broken in overtime. 
"I asked the trainer for 
a scalpel and started 
carving a notch in my 
stick," Nystrom said. 
"Doing stupid things just 
to keep my mind off 
everything. And I said to 
Bob Bourne, 'hey, I'm 
going to get the goal/ 
S. Africa politics-out 
of tennis tourney 
• (Reuter) -- South Africa 
withdrew today from 
next year's Davis Cup 
and this year's 
Federation Cup tennis 
competitions in protest 
over "political 
developments." 
Justme Bien Franklin, 
ptresident of the South 
frican Tennis Union 
(SATU), said in a 
statement he hoped the 
,i decision would be ac- 
cepted and recognized as 
a purely' temporary 
gesture on our part, 
operative for one year 
only." 
Franklin's an- 
nouncement followed a 
decision by the man- 
agement committee of 
the International Tennis 
Federation (ITF) 10 days 
they got very  few in a best-ofseven semi- 
rebounds." final. It will be either 
Parent, 33, who was out Boston Bruins, a quarter- 
much of last season, final winner, or Montreal 
because of a neck Canadiens, who 
operation, said he'sdoing eliminated Detroit. 
a lot of little things If New York Islanders, 
around the net, like leading 3-2, go on to beat 
helping the defence more. Toronto, the Flyers get 
He said he feels strong the Canadiens. Should 
and confident. Toronto pull it out, 
Now, the Flyers sit Philadelphia goes against 
back and see who they get the Bruins. 
ago to instruct South 
Africa not to enter the 
Day.is and Federation 
cups and to form a new 
non-racial governing 
body for the sport by next 
February. 
South Africa has been 
under . internat ional  
reSsure, to withdraw 
om the Davis Cup be- 
cause of its apartheid 
policies. In recent years, 
a number of countries 
have refused to take part 
in the cup competition i
protest against South 
Africa's participation. 
Had it not w:thdrawn, the 
Davis Cup countries were 
expected to expel South 
Africa from the cup 
competition during a. 
meeting in Stockholm in 
July. 
Eastern League referee 
who now handles 
amateur games. Me- The Salt Lake City 
Cormack, a liquor board Gulls have strengthened 
inspector, has never reb their hold on first place in 
creed in Europe but has the Eastern Division of 
handled games involving the Pacific Coast LeagUe, 
Firmisliand 
Czechoslovakian teams 
in Canada. 
REPLACE PLAYER 
PORTLAND, Ore• 
(AP) ,-- Portland Trail 
Blazers activated reserve 
forward Willie Norwood 
and removed injury- 
plagued forward Lloyd 
Neal from the National 
Basketball Association 
team's roster Tuesday. 
whatever 
your 
/ 
Gulls lead Pacific baseball 
pitch... 
"; f 
STRIKE 
IT * IP  
RI,OH! ": 
f i rs!p lace Port land,  that put the Gulls ahead 
movmg to within half a to sta.v. 
game of the Beavers with 
a 7-3 victory over the San Tucson scored •three 
Jose 1~issiuns. The Van- runs in the bottom of the 
'couver Canadians were ninth, but Rus[y Torres 
rained out in Portland, foaled out with the bases 
and the Hawaiilslanders loaded to end the rally. 
split a doubleheader with Ron Washington socked 
Spokane on identical 7-6 a three-run double in the 
scores, first inning and scored 
Salt Lake was down 5-4 ' the winning run in the 
going into the ninth in- eighth to  lead Albu- 
ning, but the Gulls querque at the plate. Joe 
erupted for six runs to put Beckwith became the 
the game out of reach, first pitcher to go the 
'The key blow was a two- distance for the Dukes 
run single by Gil Kubski this season. 
TAKE A LOOK AROUND YOUR 
coming from behind for a 
10-8 victory over the 
Tucson Toros. 
The Tuesday night 
victory put Salt Lake two 
games ahead of second- 
place Phoenix as the Gi- 
ants dropped, a 5-4 
decision to Albuquerque. 
In the Western 
Division, the second- 
place Tacoma Yankees 
gained half a game. on 
\ 
C , I 
ATTIC, GARAGE, RUMPUSROOM 
AND TURN YOUR DON'T WANTS. INTO CASH 
#I" 
: .,..i~i.~,:~!i!i~iiiI:i ¸ 
AT THIS  PEOIAL RATE 
• 5 LINE "5 DAYS.5 DO LLAIIS 
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I 
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, DA ILY  HERALD Mail  Coupon with $5.00 cash, : 
I Cheque or Money Order to: 
' i'STRIKE I T  R IOH"  "Strike It Rich" Ads I • I The Daily Herald I 
ADS 3212 KaJum ' I 
Please allowone space between words Terrace, B.C, V8G 4B4 . I 
l i l l i l l l l l t  l l l ! [ t l l i l l ,  l l l i  i 
I I I  I )1 i l  I l l  i i i 1 !  i I  i l i l J l l l  I 
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I 
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Name . . . . . . .  . ~  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
Address . . . . . . .  - ' _  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - - - - - -  I 
: Postal Code_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  " - - ' I  
Classification_ . . . . . . . . .  Telephone No: . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
I 
i Turn Your Don't Wants into Into Instant 0ash I 
I _  . . . .  ; . . . . .  - . . . . .  . j  
Pr int  your ads in the qquares on the coupon. Be sure to include 
your telephone number and leave a blank space between words. 
items may not exceed $250 in value. Price must be included inthe 
advertisement. 
Your advertisement wil l  run for  f ive'consecutive days  upo n 
receipt of coupon and accompaiwing payment. 
• t 
No cancellations or refunds. 
No business ads please. 
Advertisements must meet the Daily Herald advertising stan- 
dards. 
Strike It Rich adscannot be taken over the,telephone. 
FOR ITEMS UP TO $260, IN VALUE 
Take Advantage of this Special Rate Today! 
Yotmg Team Canada 
, holds high hopes ] 
PRAGUE (CP) --  A fourth, more than 30---Guy for Cleveland but is on 
group of red-jacketed They" are' also proud, t.hata'on of Washhlgton defenee here, had 18. 
men with We Try Harder Thirteen players were and  Bob MacMillan of ~ - - . .  . . uea~eepmg appears 
buttons on then' lapels first-round raft chqices. Atlanta Flames 38 each, M,:.~ r~.. ~ ... .  ho~ of ; 
milled around the lobby Rookie defeneeman Bob Denis Maruk o f  Dr , , , . . ,~ ,  . . . . . . . . .  ~,~ ~,ma no,.,,,, o-,~ Atlanta, who had a ~ood ' 
of the hotel where Team Picard was picked third . , :-"--" . . . . . .  ~ "-"- 2 75 goa ls -aga ins t  
Ca~da is billeted, by Washington Capitals: ~,._,cet uionne, ot t~os average" . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  wine winning zo, 
They were represen- Team officials feel four Angeles Kings 36, Garry • -~ losing 12 and tying 19, 
tatives of a well-known others would have been Unger of St. Louis Blues . . . . . . .  • ' t was t)eaten omy mree 
auto rental firm, but the first-round choices ff they 32 and Wdf Pammen of , . . . . . .  ,h . . . .  hmition 
slogan might apply_ had been involved in the Colorado Rockies 31. " . . . . .  ~: "~"--~--'%'--l- 
equally to the red-coated d r a f t . .  Tom Lysiak of Atlanta, games, au nuae sea ~. 
Canadian hockey team. SCORING PUNCH who Achilles tendon Denis Herren of Pitt- 
Coming asthey do'from While the youthful injury appears to have sburgh, who had a 3.75' 
the teams that. either defence corps remains a healed, scored 27, Glen average, also has been 
missed the t~afional question mark, although Sharpley of Minnesota sharp. 
Hockey League. p)ayotjs it played well in pro. North Stars 22, Mike 
or were eliminatea in tne tournament exhibitions, Murphy of Los Angeles 20 POTENT POWER PLAY 
first round, they feel they the four foward lines and Don Lever of Van- , o . - 
have something to prove appear to pack couver Canucks 17. . . tteaa coach .tta~y 
when the world .hockey devastating punch. . ~..~ ~n . . . . .  , ~ ,,, ,~ noweu, WhO aonnm ne • J~ l . t zU  &V~tmx~w~a~ ~ 6 v~ l | lb ,~a a fo t la l -~t ta  r~n|~fa  f t t  
Championsnipa get unaer Pat ~liekey of New point man on thepower . . . . . . . . . .  the fact that the' rplayers 
way today. York Rangers and Jean play, scored 18 goals as a . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -. . . . . . . .  on uns ~eam scorea z~ 
'Ilaey are young 7 Pronovost of Pittsburgh oetenceman w]m. ram- power pray" . . . .  goam ms 
neaota and Rick Ramp- average age .2~-ana onQ, Penguins were 40-goal • season. TSe top power 
five of the 20 prayers meg scorers, six others cored ton, who played left wing play club in the NHL was 
part in last year's , I New York Rangers  with 
championslaip in which I " 
Team Canada f in i shed  I Baseba l l ,  
American League National League. 
the wind is Orioles. Rookie Jim Philadelphia's J im was the 30th of the left- 
51owing right and the  Beattie allowed just five Kant and Atlanta's Phil hander's career. 
pitchers are throwing hits in his major league. Niekro have reached the  Mike ~ Schmidt dog, bled 
right, Arlington Stadium debut, age that comedian Jack  home the only run Keat 
in Texas can he a waste- SCORE EARLY Benny made famous., but needed in the first inning, 
land for hitters. ' Jim Rice and carl they're no  laughing Greg Luzinski homered 
No wonder Ferguson Yastrzemski drovein two' matter to National andGarry Maddox dolly- 
Jenkins is happy to he runs apiece, lead ing League batters, ered a two-ran single. • " 
home on the range again. Boston over Milwaukee. ' The 39-year-old Jeff Burroughs backed 
"It's nice being hack The Red Sox scored all veterans were in fine NielqLo's pitching with a 
and pi(ching in this their runs in the first two form Tuesday night, pairllFof doubles and 
park,'" the rig.hthander innings, with Rice and Kant, making his first scored twice as the 
~hl~idfoTuru.~?teYrn~eghtT~f~r Yastrzemski keying each start of the season, pit- Braves broke a four- 
rally with singles, ched a three-hitter and game losing streak. 
Paul Dade belted his angers toa4-1 Amercan the Phtlliea beat Chicago Before he was stopped, 
t rogue baseball victory first career grand,slam Cubs 7-0. Niekro. pitched Burroughs piled up six 
c rerKansnsCityRoyals, home run and Dennis the Braves past San consecutive hits in two 
The win was Jenkins' Kinney pitched four in- Francisco Giants 3-1 with games, including three 
first for Texas since the nings of shutout relief as a six-hitte~ , doubles and a home run. 
Clevelandheld on to beat While Robinson was Rangers re-acquired the All in all, i t  was a blanking the Mets until 
Chatham, Ont., native Toronto. 
from Bnston Red Sox this Rusty Staub's three- pitcher's day in the the ~ghth, the Pirates 
National League. ,~  scored both their runs in year. He had been'~ed run homer capped a four- 
strictly as a relief pitcner run, 10thinnin~ rally to Don Robinson, a 20- the third after New York 
uP until Tuesday night., lead Detrmt over year-old P i t tsburgh rookie Mike Bruhert 
"I think I pro w Chicago. Held to one hit rookie, postedhis first big walked Frank Taveras 
tanightI can still pitch, through the first eight league triumph with a and Dave Parker. Bill- 
sa id the  35,year:old. innings - by Francisco five-hit, 2'-1 decision over Robinson's ingle scored 
Jenkins, back with a Barrios, the Tigers New York Mets. Tommy Taveras endParker con- 
team for which he won 25 scored three runs -in the John, who will turn 35 th lUad,hnm,,  with ,,uhnt next month, threw a six- ,,,._.'=~ ,'-',.'." ,h':'-'..'=."~ ~.ames in 1974. "Boston ninth to tie the game 4-4 . t,,uvcu ,u  .= m~ , , , -~- , s  
" "  " " the run when left fielder 't score very many and send it into extra hitter as Los Angeles 
~ii-~ . . . .  . , . . . . .  ,,~,Steve Henderson fumbled runs for me last year/ '  innings. John Hiller, a Dodgers aeteacea 
~ECT TO nati~ofTorento, won it Reds,4-2 .... / ~ II 
St~L0uis's John Urrea; ~ A ~  ~" OF REDS , 
SEVENTH , .. ~.:in relief, giving him a 3-6 23,-.scattered. seven ~ts  Rick Monday drove in 
The resilient Jenkins record. . . . . meueereamngrunwnn a was untouchable for six Chris Knapp ailowed and struck out 10 in  the  ..~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
innings. He had a perfect six hits before needing Cardinals' 7-2 wctory. ~w...-au~e,~'~"~' ".  -.-e.., °" "~° .~h;° 
game until Willie Wilson last-out relief help from over Montreal Expos and  9n,t, nm ,m, ,,~,th ~,d 
lined a clean single to DaveLaRochaandreukie Houston's Mark ~k~,'-'~'~-w-'~'-'¢',T,~. 
e e~..tre leqding off the Carney Lansford rove in Lemongello,San Dieg  P dres22' checked4 3 on . . . . .  g't~'Ai"ffht"~. . . . . . . . .  T~sa" Ana~l~'--~.~ . . . .  
se~ enth inning, two runs with a double to hits " moved into first place in 
Jenkins got all the help lead California over six •. the NL West, on,half  
he needed in the first Seattle. RAPP FIRED -' game ahead of Cincin- 
inning. Dennis Leon~d Even though St. Louis natl. Ron Cey homered 
• ' snapped a six-game for the Dodgers. 
served up a fat pitch and REMEMBER WHEN... Io~ingstreak tMonlreal, Mike Tyson drove Mike Hargrove drilled it 
intothe rfght field seats. New York Yankees the Cardinals fired three runs m suppor~ ot 
John Lowenstein then smothered  Weshlngton manager VernRapp and Urrea's strong pitching, 
singled and Richie Zisk Senators 16-045 years ago replaced him with third snapping the Expos' five- 
lashed his fifth homer of today--in 1933--:ih one of base coach Jack Krol. game winning s[reuk. St. 
the season over the 3?0- the early games of the Kaat's triumph over Louis broke a scoreless 
foot mark in left field. American Baseball Chicago wes the 254th for • duel with fotw runs in the 
In other AL games, I.~.ague schedule. Police the 18-year veteran, seventh off Hal Dues, the 
Oakland A's swept a reserves were calledin to moving h im into a tie. first two on Ken Reitz' • 
doubleheaderfrom quell a free-for-all begun with Urban Faber for two-run double and 
Minnesota Twins, 5~3 and by the players and con- 23rd place on the all-tlme another on a single by 
4-3 in 14 inuings; New tinuedam0ngspeatators, victory list. Theshutout Tyson .  
York , Yankees heat " ' . . . . .  . 
Baltimore Orioles 4-3 ;  
Bnston Red Sex edged 
Milwaukee Brewers 4-3; 
C~eveland Indians turned 
back Toronto Blue Jays 6- 
~Detroit Tigers stopped 
C~ieago While Sox 6.4 in 
10 innings and California 
Angels blanked Seattle 
Mariners 3-0.  
Gary  Alexander's two- .  
run homer in the seventh 
inning led Oakland to its 
first-game victory over 
Mbmeseta. 
The A's won * the  
marathon second game 
on Mlguel Dflone's ran- 
scoring.Llngle Inthe 14th 
inning. Tim game ended 
five minutes before the 
' AL's I a.m. local curfew 
time. 
l~ickey Rivers and 
Chris Chambliss drove in 
fifth,inning ,New, York" 
rum and j im Spemer hit. 
a homer in tl~ ninth as 
the Yankees whipped the 
e . .mT ' 
| 
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2nd Debut ,.., ,w,,,.,. o..~, 
Rose Milk Skin 
Care Cream 2.m, 
'4.19 
*1 29 
Head & Shoulders 
Lotion Shampoo _'1, 
Cl~rol Condition 4OZ. *2.49 
Clairol Instant  Condit ion , .  $2 .49  
Milk Plus 6 Shampoo '" *2.29 40 percent  more  
Oil of Olay ,oom, 
O' 
Faberg e Organic : 
Shampoo 4SOre| Oiiy, OIT.Norma, 
Scope,,,,,. 
s 
Large ChOcolate 
Bars¸ 
*3.99 
I 
1.59'* 
'2,49 
e 
Dave BrousSeau' 
Contracting 
• 
Orest ' 
Toothpaste.,69 c 
~/ I /~ J i l l l l - - . ; ; ; ;  - - - - . . / . .  - -  r~[  I I 
~, ,_~ ~ ~  Residential  Maalox Tablets ,.. , *1 .?7  
~ ~  Reroofmg Garbage Bags ,o.. 97"  
• FREE ESTIMATES 
y 
' Oall even ings  63§ -46H 
CUSTOM BUILT, 
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Industrial nations 1,500 evacuated return Moro's captors named 
reducing deficits home in Kentucky anBOt~rE(eAP)m--e~Xh men ye~r°~di:~eghlteta~ia°Jai~ r ejecxC~cd:"h;edeamsar/fi~c~ 
l~revious requests from 
oro to negotiate a swap. 
UN Secretary-General 
Kurt Waldheim issued 
another appeal to the 
Slowly, bickering 
Western countries may 
be bringing their chaotic 
finances in order. 
After five years of 
economic disruption 
caused by oil price in- 
creases, the United 
States and other in- 
dustrialized countries 
appear to be reducing 
their collective deficit in 
trade with the o i l -  
producing countries. 
U.S. Treasury Un- 
dersecretary Anthony 
Solomonestimated 
recently that the 
collective 1978 deficit will 
be in the range of $20 
billion to $25 billion--still 
a massive amount, but 
$10 billion less than the 
previous year. 
Accompanying that 
fundamental im- 
provement is progress in 
increasing wor ld  trade 
while avoiding both 
protectionism' and ex- 
ceesive inflation. 
Altogether, Solomon 
cautiously estimated, 
"Prospects are better 
than they have been for 
some time." 
JAPAN HELPS 
One key achievement 
has been a tentative 
consensus between Japan 
and the United States on 
trade and economic 
growth. 
U.S. leaders com- 
plained bitterly that 
Japan was not bearing its 
fair share of the collec- 
tive oil deficit and instead 
was too aggressively 
Similarly, the  United 
States has been able to 
convince West Germany 
to expand its economic 
growth for ~e. common 
good, even though such 
expansion carries with it 
some inflationary 
pressure that creates 
apprenebsion among 
German leaders. 
BOLSTER DOLLAR 
For its part, the Uitited 
States has taken 
significant steps to 
reassure foreign leaders 
it will not allow the dollar 
to fall forever. The recent 
U.S. announcement of 
gold sales and U.S. sup- 
port for exchange-rate 
surveillance by the In- 
ternational Monetary 
Fund have been noted in 
foreign capitals. 
Although many.. 
problems remain, in- 
cluding some U.S. doubts 
about whether Japan and 
Germany will really go  
through with their 
planned economic ex- 
pansion, the indus.q'cai- 
lzed countries seem to be 
gaining the upper hand 
overnprotectionist in- 
ternal groups. 
The threat of protec- 
tionism- tariff or other 
trade barriers against 
foreign goods--has been 
one of the Carter" ad- 
ministration's main 
weapons in bringing 
other economic powers 
into line with its policies. 
In almost every month 
since his inauguration, 
President Carter has 
been faced with attempts 
by'U.S, interests to re- 
strict imports of key 
prodncts, from footwear 
to television sets. 
While basically 
withstanding that 
pressure, Carter has been 
ableto point o it as a sign 
of what might happen ff 
the indust r ia l i zed  
ushing its exports so 
at it could enjoy a trade 
surplus while other coun- 
tries ~vent deeper in debt. 
Japanese leaders 
complained, with almost 
equal vehemence, that 
the United States was 
irresponsibly allowing 
the dollar to fall in value 
so that imports into th~ 
United States would be countries did not commit 
discouraged, themselves to economic 
Now, however, U.S. expansion and freer 
officials ay Japan seems trade. 
to be honestly trying to  The battle is not yet 
boost 'its economy, over, but at least the 
permitting increased chances of a return tO the 
absorption of foreign trade barriers, declining 
goods by the Japanese internat ional  trade,  
market. And Japanese economic aepress~on, 
officials say they can c~oseu zacmnes ann 
accept the current unemployment of the 
relationship of U.S. and 1930s appear  less this 
Japanese currency, year than last. 
• leader coo l .  
to compromise plan 
CAPE TOWN (AP) --  transition to inde- 
South Africa accepted the 
Western compromise 
plan for SoutHWest Mrica 
but guerrilla leader Sam 
Nujoma remained'cool t  
it. 
Meanwhile, Rhodesia's 
new black-white 
government called for a 
test of domestic political 
support instead of the 
talks with their guerrilla 
foes proposed by the 
United States and 
Britain. 
Prime Minister John 
Vorster's announcement 
in the South African 
Parliament Tuesday may 
clear the way for elec- 
tions by universal suf- 
frage in South-West 
Africa and independence 
by the end of the year for 
the former German 
colony known .to black 
Africans and the United 
Nations as Namibia. 
Nujoma, whose South- 
West Africa People's 
Organization (SWAPO) is 
fighting a guerrilla war 
against South African 
forces along the northern 
border of the territory, 
refused to comment on 
Vorster's announcement, 
saying: "That's his 
problem; SWAPO's stand 
is known." 
Nujoma also refused to 
say whether he will ac- 
eel:.' the plan proposed by 
the U.S. and the four 
other Western members 
of the Security Council, 
including Canada. 
Previously he said 
guerrilla activity will 
continue and indicated 
SWAPO probably will 
offer a counter-proposal 
if South Africa accepted 
the plan. 
CALLSFOR 
CEASEFIRE 
The Western plan calls. 
for a ceasefire, lection of 
a constitutional ssembly 
under the joint super- 
vision of UN and South 
African administrators, a 
UN military-civilian 
force to assist in the 
pendence and withdrawal 
of all but 1,500 of the 
estimated 15,000 to 20,000 
South African troops in 
the territory. 
Nujoma is in New York 
[or a special UN General 
~,ssembly session on 
South-West Africa that 
began Monday. Black 
African nations are 
pushing a resolution 
calling on all UN mem- 
bers to help SWAPO 
"intensify its struggle for 
the liberation of 
Namibia." 
In Rhodesia, mean- 
while, Prime Minister 
Ian Smith and his three 
black associates on the 
executive council that 
took control under an 
" internal" settlemenl 
BOWLING GREEN,  
Ky. (AP) -- Several 
hundred persons 
evacuated after three rail 
cars overturned and 
leaked some hazardous 
~:m'eriais were allowed 
to return .to their houses 
Tuesday night, local offi- 
Asbestos linked 
to lung cancer 
WASHINGT()N (AP) -- 
The U.S. government 
issued a warning to 
millions of Americans to- 
day that their exposure to 
asbestos as long as 35 
years ago significantly 
increases their risk of 
lung cancer and other 
fatal diseases. 
One study of Second 
World War shipyard 
workers indicates that 
one)'o nearly one-half of 
those exposed to heavy 
concentrations of
asbestos - -even  for short  
periods--will die of lung 
or other cancers or suffer 
f rom the incurable lung 
disease called asbestosis. 
The secretary of 
health, education and 
welfare, Joseph Califano, 
warned people x]xmed to 
asbestos that c~garette 
• smoking dramatically 
increases the risk of their 
dying from lung cancer. 
Callfano told a news 
cials said. people were forced to 
Original estimates said leave • the area .of the 
1,500 people were accident. 
evacuatedfrom schools The evacuation was 
and homes after the de- officially terminated 
railmeat early Tuesday. Tuesday night, officials 
Fire Chief Lonme said. 
Bellamy said, however, Leo Koester, vice 
that no more than 700 president for public af- 
fairs at the Louisville 
Nashville Railroad, said 
an 87-car freight, which 
contained no hazardous 
cargo, jumped the tracks 
near the depot and hit the 
cars parked on a siding. 
exposure 15 to 35 years A freight conductor and 
ago to asbestos, which he a city fireman were 
called "one of the most treated after inhaling 
dangero~:s and insidious fumes from the wreckage 
substances in the work in the downtown area. A 
place." ' leak of the gas toluene 
Asbestos is used ex- diisocyanate was blamed 
tensively in the con- for the injuries, officials 
struction industry and to said. 
insulate hollers, steam Koester' said "an in- 
pipes, hot water pipes consequential mount of 
and nuclear eactors, the gas" escaped through 
Jobs where workers a ventilator for a short 
are most likely to come time after the accident. 
into contact with asbestos The material can burn 
include asbestos mining the skin and kill if 
and processing, con-breathed in a confined 
struction work involving area. 
insulat ion, building 
demolition, roofing and 
installation and repair of C a n a d i a n  
automotive brake and 
clutch linings. 
Califano said U.S. 
Surgeon General Julius 
Richmond is sending an 
advisory to 400,000 
physicians to inform 
them of the risks and 
launching a public in- 
gas 
needed 
SALT - LAKE CITY 
(AP) -- Even ff,~ de-' 
'regulation of natura~ gas 
conference that millions formation campaign prices leads to greater 
of Americans are aimed at workers and production in the United 
unaware o f  the risks others exposed to States, the country will 
resulting from their asbestos, need Alaskan and prig ° L"  a J e  Canadian atural gas to Red meet consumer demand, 
says John G. McMillian, 
chairman of Northwest 
group caught  Energy Co. McMillian's company 
is spearheading con- 
. CAIRO (Reuter) -- the existence of the struction of a pipeline 
IbrnhimKalyoubi, organization here. that will bring Alaskan 
North Slope and ad- 
ditional Canadian atural Egypt 's  prosecutor -  There have been general: announced today various reports in the 
that authorities had Egyptian press about he gas to the lower 48 states 
detaineda grouplinked to organization which said by 1980. 
the Italian RedBrig~ides the ~roup planned to Speaking at Northwest 
and said the organization murd.r a string of Energy's annual 
planned an operation Egyptian public figures meeting, be said the new 
against the Egyptian- and well-known foreign- pipeline is expected to 
Israeli. peace talks in era living in Egypt. afford his firm excellent 
Cairo " ' " not opportunities for new 
Kalyoubi told a news' Kalyoubl did markets and improved 
. . . . . . .  specify what kind of profits. comerence mat zq per . . . .  
. . . .  boa boo, ,~o~,,;,,,,~ terrorist actionthe group The Alaskan pipeline 
~"~. : ' ' "  -""?:' "~.~ . . . .  nlanned against mem- will be started sometime penmng turzner inves- [.:,~ ,,¢ tho ~a,,f i~,.  
• . t" h . . . . . . . . . . .  wv  . . . .  next year unless hga ion. T ey included T . . . .  u , . . . .  ~oI~ nor  
~eS:{ in i~s  st joGerdara~:nS; whenit  ~,as'to have"taken regulatory prob lems in  
- .  . ' ~ - place There have been a Washington delay it, 
ann two xrom uman ann num~r of meetings McMillian said.. McMlllian said the Egypt. r 
Kalyoubi said none of between the Egyptians company would build the 
the 24 had so far been and Israelis at various Alaskan natural gas 
charged and in. levels in Cairo and else- pipeline so as to 
where, maximize usage of it vestigations were ex- 
pected to last several '~The implementation during the construction 
weeks, of the terrorist operation phase. 
The Red Brigades, has been left pending "There is every 
whose leader is on trial in while the group awaited probability that we will 
Turin, claim respon-• orders from splinter be able to construct 
sibility for the March 16 Palestinian groups," he portions of both the 
kidnapping of former said. eastern and western legs 
Italian premier Aldo. He said the group was "of the Alaskan project in 
Morn. . in contact with both the advance of completion of 
Kalyoubi's an-. Red Brigades 'and the full project, and thus 
nouncement was the first various extremist break- utilize these facilities to 
official confirmation of away Paiestinian groups, bring large volumes of 
Canadian gas to U.S. Woman convicted said.markets'" he chairman 
!'If regulatory ap- 
provals are received of air piracy promptly, the gas~ould 
be flowing both east and 
west by 1980." 
MOGADISHU (AP) -- had killed the pilot of the 
APalestinianwoman, the Luthanss 737, Juergen , 
only surviving hijacker of Schumann, 37, and or- 
a Lufthansa jetliver last dered the plane on a 9,600- 
signed March 3, said they October, was convicted of kilometre (6,000-mile) fire 
have not .cl°sed. the door air pirac~ and terrorism ' od:==~:" . . . .  ~,u,,;L'~c^ -^  ,=,, -,s~"'a='" in 
to the British U S effort . . . . .  " . . .  ._ and sentenced today to 20 Somalia and threatening 
to get tnem to meet wire years in prison by a to blow up the hostage- LONDON (AP) -- An 
.guerriua maeers J osnua Somali court, the Somali filled jetiiner by dawn. Air Canada jet with 250 
NKomo ann ttonert 
. . national news agency The hijackers corn- passengers and 17 crew 
Mugaoe . • . ." reported, mandeerea the Majorca- members aboard was 
however, me councn • • forced to return to Lon- 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Seraya Ansan was to.Frankfurt lil~ht over 
sa. ta pmamanotne  u.~. sentenced following a the Mediterranean, de- 'don's Heathrow Airport 
snoulu take steps to . . . . . . . .  secret trial in Somalia s mnnding the release of 11 today when a fire broke' 
uetermme wnemer tne t ourt in t . . . . . . .  national securi y c prisoners from Wes out in one of its engines 
ttnouesian peopm support hon . . . . . . . .  which the prosecu " German jails, including shortly after takeoff. 
me ~ansnnry agreement and r of the . . . . . .  , presented witnesses three membe s The Boeing 747 air- 
camng tor umversai the . . . .  ; written testimony, notorious Baader- craft, flight 853.to Van- 
smtrage lec.tinns ann agency said. She had Meinhof group who were couver, landed safely 
guaranteea rlgnts for me . . . . . . . .  pleaded not guilty, found dead in their cells after the pilot had shut 
wmm seiners ror rive ent of nd two . . . . .  The announcem after the raid, a down the engine. 
years Tne councu m ended risoned ' . . . . her conviction Palestinians imp 
.m.essa.ge.s to.t, onaon ann speculation on the in Turkey as well as $15 
wasmngton 4mpnen mat s whereabouts of M.  million from the Bonn 
~he two governments Ansari, who was wounded government. 
in the head,, chest and The hijacking also was 
legs when West German' linked to the Red Army 
commandos stormed the Faction kidnapping ol 
hijacked plane at •West German indus- 
Mogadishu Airport last trialist Hanna Marti~ 
Oct. 17 under cover of Schle~er who was found 
darkness, f reed the 86 dead m France soon after 
hostages aboard and the Mogadishu/'aid. 
killed three ,,of the. four 
hijackers in the shootout. 
It was not known if Ms. 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: , 
HAD MANY BLESSINGS 
GREAT GIDDING, 
England (CP) -- Harriet 
Orton has just celebrated 
her 100th birthday and' 78 
years of marriage with' 
her husband, John, 102, at 
their home in this 
Cambridgeshire village. 
~hould supervise or 
~tness a referendum. 
The first newspaper in 
Canada was the Halifax 
Gazette, published in 
1752. 
HE WAS HOUNDED 
OUT 
BROXTOWE, England 
(CP) -- A part-time dog 
catcher working for this 
Nottinghamshire town 
council has given up his 
&100-a-year ($215) job. It 
wasn't worth .the 
aggravation: The public 
abused him, 
Aasari has the right, to 
'appeal her conyiction and 
sentencing. The'agency 
provided no other details 
of the trial. 
The Mogadishu raid 
ended a five-day siege by 
the four hi, jackers who 
been named as Aldo 
Moro's kidnappers but 
, there is no indication the 
police have any clues to 
eir whereabouts. 
Six of the nine have 
been sought for 
questioning ever since 
Italy's five-time premier 
and  most  influential 
politician was abducted 
41 days ago. 
The nine were charged 
Tuesday night with 
forming an armed gang 
which abducted the 61- 
ear-old president of the 
hristian Democratic 
party and killed his five 
police bodyguards in 
Rome on March 16. 
The'men are Prospero 
Gallinnri, Cor rado  
Alunni, Enrico Blanc0, 
Patrizio Pecci, Franco 
Pinna, and Valerio 
Morucci. The women are 
Susanna Ronconi, Oriana 
Marehioni" and Adriana 
Faranda. 
Police said Gallinari, 
Alunni, Bianco, Pecci, 
Miss Ronconi and Miss 
Marchioni are known 
members of the Red 
Brigades, the urban- 
terrorist group that 
kidnapped Morn. All were 
on a list of 20 wanted 
members of the 
organization circulated 
• by the government im- 
mediately after Moro's 
kidnapping, but they 
were not charged until 
Tuesday night. 
'P inna,  Marucci and 
Miss Faranda are ultra- 
leftists but are not known 
to have been previously 
connected with the Red 
Brigades, the police said. 
FIGHTS FOR WOMEN 
Miss Ronconi s the 27- 
e 
Blue Chips 
leading 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  
The stock market 
overcame some early 
resistance and pushed 
ahead again Wednesday, 
with blue chip issues 
leading the way. 
The Dow Jones average 
of 30 blue chip ' in- 
dustrials, off a fraction in 
early trading, sported a 
5.03-pnint gain at 838.62 
by noon. 
Gainers took a s~aail 
lead over losers among 
New York Stock Ex- 
change-listed issues. 
Trading remained 
extremely active, 
although well off the pace 
set Tuesday, when 55.80 
million shares changed 
hands for the second 
.largest total in NYSE 
history. 
force and 'a former 
political science student 
who is considered a 
leading strategist of the, 
Red Brigades. She once 
wrote that she went 
underground "to.  exalt 
the role oFwomen in the 
class struggle." 
No word was received 
Tuesday from the kid, 
nappers, who threatened 
the day before to kill 
More unless the govern- 
ment . agreed im- 
mediately to release 
three Red Brigades 
leaders on trial in Turin 
and 10 other imprisoned 
terrorists. The govern- 
ment and the Christian 
Democratic party 
kidnappers to free their 
captive, and Moro's ram-' 
fly wrote an open letter to 
him saying: "We feel, 
after so many days, the 
need to reach you. We 
cling to the hope of 
having you back. with 
• US . "  
' A group called The 
Friends of Morn issued an 
appeal to the kidnappers 
to spare his life. The 
signers included Michele. 
Cardinal Pellegrini ol 
Turin, other prelates and 
intellectuals. 
-% 
Carter hasty 
on bomb ban 
WASHINGTON (AP) --  
A Soviet embassy official 
says President Carter 
acted hastily in rejecting 
.President Leonid Brezh- 
nev's offer for a joint 
U.S.-soviet ban on the 
neutron bomb. 
"If I had been the 
president, I would have 
thought about it a little 
longer," Vladillen Vasev, 
deputy ambassador with 
the Russian embassy, 
said at an embassy 
reception late Tuesday. 
At a news conference 
earlier Tuesday, Carter 
described Brezhnev's 
offer as being of no 
significance. 
Vasez said Carter's 
statement was "too 
quick, much too quick." 
"Neither side needs 
that kind of weapon in our 
arsenal." 
Brezhnev, denouncing 
neutron weapons as 
"especially inhuman," 
suggested mutual can- 
cellation of the weapon in 
a televised address. 
"We, too, will not begin 
prodtiction of neutrop 
weapons o long as fife 
United States does not do 
so," he said. 
At his news conference 
Carter said: "T}'e Soviets 
have no use for a neutron 
weapon, so theoffer by 
Brezhnev to refrain from 
building the neutron 
wea~..n has no 
sigmficance in the Eu- 
ropean theatre, and he 
knows this." 
Carter had said last 
month he would, defer 
U.S. production of 
neutron weapons if the 
Soviets would show 
restraint in their own 
arms development. 
Administration of- 
ficials have said on past 
occasions that what the 
president is looking for 
from the Russians would 
be something like a 
reduction of their large 
tank forces or a scrap 
ping of their new SS-20 
missiles, which could hit 
targets in Europe. 
' The neutron bomb is a 
nuclear weapon designed 
to inflict battlefield 
' :asualtiss with radiation 
while limiting blast dam- 
age. 
Pro-Nazi 
poStcards 
"It 's like an obscene 
phone call,"• said Burton 
Hesaelson after he 
received a postcard 
bearing a swastika and 
pro-Nazi messages. 
Several other Elmira-  
area 'Jews have found 
similar postcards in their 
mai lboxes m recent 
weeks and postal author- 
fries there claim there is 
nothing they can do about 
/ 
the cards. 
"It's nasty. We don't 
like it any better than 
anyone else, but we're 
required to deliver 
them," said Peter 
Dominick, the officer in 
charge at the Elmira post 
office. 
"This shows there's till 
an underground 
movement of this type, 
small though it maybe." 
The SPECIAL edition 
YAMAHAS 
XS400-E  
The XS400 has the big bike look'in a mid 
size fram, e. The customized style and 
low seat height will make this model the 
most popular in itS class. $1,74900 
XS650-SE 
The heritage of the past..,  the'best of 
the present . .. all wrapped up in one 
beautifully customized package. "r~e 
650 Special combines . . . . . . .  \ 
proven performanc:e with b~-N]l  r e ' 
a distinctive new look. --r-=-- 
See the Special Ediiion 
Yamahas today/ • 
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
• right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, anclto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. , 
Box repllea on "Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement • will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher. 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the Ilablllty of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or in the event o~ an error 
appearing in the ad: 
vertisement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one in- 
correct insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertlslng. 
Advert isements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that dlscrlmlnates 
against any person because, 
of his race, rellglon, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
• his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
InvOl~/ed. - ...... :'-'-":~ . . . . . .  
ster,ng Put).sners uo.  
Published at Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week 
Monday to Friday, af- 
ternonns 
PUBLISHER 
Don Croma.ck 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective October 1, 
1977 
Single,Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 mth 12.00 
By Mail 6 mth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
Brltl~h Commonwealth and 
United ~tates of America 1 
year 51.00. • 
Box 399, Terra0a, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
, Telephone: 
112-604-635-6357 
• HoME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
LOCAL ONLY:• 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
;nsertlon," over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In- 
sertions SLS0 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS' 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSlFIEO DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL '  CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate lithe. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per  
insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per Ilna per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. daY prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of bh.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
t~O~- pi.oductlon charge for 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News ot weddings 
(write-ups) received onl 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. 
"the Vancouver, Playhouse, THANKYOU ; 
British Columbia's major My sincere thanks to Dr. 
professional theatre wtll Osei Tutu, Dr. Wong, Dr. 
present . Joe Ortin's Strangway, Dr. Pasquet and 
outragelous black comedy 
"Loot" on Wednesday May 
17 at theR.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Terrace at 8 P.m. "Loot" a 
long running hit In London 
and on Broadway Is a zany, 
bizarre upside down comedy 
in, a AAonty Python vein. 
Tickets are available In May 
at Terrace Sight and Sound 
and Terrace Library. For 
further Information call 635- 
7318. "Loot" Is a part of 
Kermede Theatre '70. 
Sant0~Cervello, mimest will 
perform :'Metamorphlsls', 
May 18 and 19 Inthe Verltes 
Sym at 3:30 p.m. lan Booth 
wUI perform "Mark Twain In 
~', .Person'.' May 10 and 19 at the 
Cla'rence Mlchlel Gym at 
3:30 p=m. Tickets for beth 
performances are avallabte 
at the door at $1.00 per 
person. These performances 
are preeented In conJunctlon 
.with Kermode Theatre '79. 
Tickets are still available for 
all 3 i~rformances of the 
Royal Wlnnlpeg Ballet May 
Sth and 6th at the R.E.M. Lea 
Theatre In Terrace. 
Tl~¢kets 'cost $8.00 - 
Reduced Price of $4 for 
children for Saturday 
.Matinee Performance only. 
Write, enclosing a cheque for 
flcketi, to' the Terrace and. 
Dish:lot Arts Council, Box 35, 
Terrace, B.C. "For more 
Information phone 635-2i01. 
B.C.O.A.P.O. • Annual Fall 
Bazaar. , November 10th 
1978. ,Arena Banquet Room' 
Kermode. Theatre'78, the 
B.C. High School Drama' 
Festival will take place in 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre May 
10.20 at 8 p.n. The mainstage 
'Showcam' consists of award 
winning student plays 
performed nightly for ad- 
Judication. Tickets available 
In May from Terrace Sight 
and Sound and Terrace 
Library. 
Native Women's Workshop 7 
p.m. Wednesday, May 3rd, 
1978 at Kermode Friendship 
Centre, 4451 Grleg Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
t.he • nurses for the excellent 
care I received during my 
stay In the Mills Memorial 
Hospital. 
Sincerely 
Blance Bowers (p1-19) 
In memory of my dear friend 
and sister-in-law Marie 
L'Estrange who passed 
away May 24, 1974. 
There were so many .sweet 
things about you. 
No words can ever say how 
much I'll always miss you 
Every passing day. 
And since we cannot be 
together 
These words can only tel l  a 
part, 
Of all the love and 
memories. 
I hold for you, deep in my 
heart. 
Karen 
(p1-19) 
There will be an 
organizational Suba Diving 
Club meeting Monday May. GOLDEN RULE 
1st 8 p.m. In the arena Odd jobs for the jobless. 
banquet room. All Interested Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum I 
divers welcome. . (ctf) 
• Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
• Thornhlll Baby Clinic every 
2nd and 4th Friday at the 
Community Centrefrom 1:3(: 
• 4:00 p,m. 
-Adult Clinics-Men. Wed. & 
Frl., from 3:00. to 4:00 p.m. 
- V.D. Cllnlc - 3:00 p.m. every 
Mon. & Thurs. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Funerals S.S0 RAPE REL IEF  
Cardaof'rhanks S.5O xJ CRISISLINE 
Memorial Notices S.S0 FOR WOMEN 
" CALL 635-7558 
PHONE 635-6357 OR 
Classified Advertising Oel~, 635.7728 
(~) 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
mlserable? Do you con. 
stantly yell at your ch!Idren, 
• or hlt them, or find It hard to 
control your angry, teellngs 
toward them? , " 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving con- 
str.uotlve parent you really 
want to be. ~ 
All .  Inquires absolutely 
confidential. 
Phone Mary or John 635-4419 
The Terl;ace Little Theatre ~keena District Girl Guides 
play "Leaving Home" has would like to announce the 
been postponed to Saturday, opening of .a Land Ranger 
May 13th and Sunday, May Company In the Thornhill 
14th due to minor produdlon area. Girls between the ages 
setbacks, of 14 and 18 who are in- 
terested please call 635-3061 
or 639-1269 (i:tf) 
Alternative Energy En- 
thusiasts . Solar, Wind," 
Metl~ane, Hydroelectric, Weight Watchers meatlng 
held everY Tuesday at7 p.m. Wood etc.. Are you currently 
designing or experimenting at the Knox United Church 
with small.scale renewable Hal l ,  4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
energy systems? The 
Pacific R im Education INCHESAWAYCLUB 
Project Is setting up a Meet everyTuesday night at 
Northern Network • to eln the Skeena Health Unit. 
facil itate development el For more Information phone 
such systems. Plcturea and 635.3747~or 635-3023. 
project deacrlptlon s a re  
needed for a booklet to be 
published this spring. Write MI LLs MEMORIAL 
Box 707, Terrace, B.C. (wthf  THRIFTSHOP 
to may11) Mills Memorial  Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreclate 
A meeting will be held any donatlcms of good, Clean 
Wednesday, May 3, 1978 at c lothing,  any~ household 
8:00 p.m. at the' Terrace• terns, toys etc. for their 
ChlldMinding Centre. If you' THRIFT SHOP. 
arelnterestedin keeplngthe For pickup ~ervlce phone 
, Child-Minding Centre Open, 635.5320 or 6~5.5233, or leave 
please attend, donations at the Thrift shop 
• on Lazelle "Ayenue on 
The Terrace'Art Asseclatlon Saturdays between 11:00 
Isholdlnga Plcfure Loanon a.m. and ,3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) Wednesday May 3rd In.the 
Terrace.Llbr'ary Arts Room. 
Paintings should be returned 
8. CARD OF .," at 7:30 'p:m~ so •they can be 
put on display for selection THANKS 
Everyone Welcome . . . . . .  
Thank you 
The family of the late Hans 
Mills. MemoripI Hospital J'. Morlok wish to express 
'Auxiliary Thrift ~ Shop 'on ,their thanks to the many 
Lazelle. now offers a full frlendswhobythelr klndess, 
stockof Spring and Summer understanding and support 
.wear'. Drop in on Saturdays helped.us so much In our 
from 11:00 - 4:30 p.m. time of sorrow. Special 
thanks to Rev. D. Martyn 
Therewlll be a black powder Know Unlted Church, 
, shoot atg:30a.m. Saturday Pa l lbearers ,  McKays  
April 29fthat the Terrace Rod Funeral Chapeland the staff 
and Gun Club. A general ~of British Columbia 
meeting will follow at 2 p.m. Buildings Corporation (cl. 
Everyone welcome. 19) 
THE'HOBBY HUT 
(~eremlc supplies & 
Greenware, air  'brushing 
available, custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635.9393 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
• Electrical and Refrlgeratlen 
contracting. 
• "House.wiring. 
; 63,5.5076 
(c t f )  
FULLER BRUSH 
Order now by phone. Phone 
or make an appointment. 
• Marnle 635-9721. 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wee Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contrad 
635.3479 anytime 
(A J12) 
Caretakers for small farm 
located Nass Valley . 57 
miles fro m Terrace. Garden 
spot. Farm animals to care 
for. Prefer couple $250 per 
month call 627~7156 Prince 
Rupert. (p5.1) 
m •• 
1975 Honda 500 1win cyl. 
Extended forks and headers. 
Low mileage and 1 Shure 
P.A. system. Like new 
condition call after 5 635. 
5133. (p;L3) 
• O~ER-M"~'T SE'LL! 1976 
CB400 Supersport. One of 
Honda's best haddllng mid 
size bike's. Also two helmets 
and motor  cycle suit 
(Belstaff) Plus complete 
tune-up kit. Only 3,000 
milesll Phone 635-3846 after 
5:'30 or phone 635.6357 during 
day. Ask for Brad (stf) 
Must sell; 1976 Honda GL 
1000. In excellent condltlon~ 
Phone 635-3855 or view at 
4404 Walsh Ave. (p20.mayg) 
1978 TS 125 Suzuki" trail bike 
for sale. 400 miles and In 
excellent condition. Asking 
$800.00. Phone 638-1072 after 
6p.m. 
(tin) 
Top Quality mixed hay for 
sale. Heavy bales 947-3165 
(c12t,w,th,may4) 
Terrace Thornhlll N.D.P. 
Club Flea Market. and 
Garage sale - Sat., May 13, 
10 a.m. - 3 P.m. a1 the 
Thornhi l l  Community 
Centre. Tables $5 each, 
Admission 50c.adult. Sellers 
phone 635.3502 to reserve a 
table. (c6,) 
For Sale: Equallzer hitch 
$750 lb. cap Includes sway 
bars and brake controls 
phone • 635-7706 (c6- 
9,10,14,15;19,20) 
LG( )K ING FOR' FUR-  
N ITURE?  
For excellent prices on 
furniture see the bargain 
floor at FRED'S  FUR-  
N ITURE LTD. 
4434 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace. 635.3630 
SECOND FLOOR (CTF) 
FOR SALE: Raven drum 
set, with "2 Zylgen cymbals.. 
Like- new. Heavy duly 
stands. C.W chair, sticks 
and brushes. 638-1873. (p5- 
20) 
For Sale: 2 girls bikes, color 
TV, 1 pair Inside glass doors, 
1 frldge and stove, 1 desk, 
phone 635.4675 after 5 (c3-20) 
R 
• Electrolux vacuum cleaner 
with power head, excellent 
condition, set B78.13 tubeless 
belted tires, phone 635-5257 
days 635-5257 'even. (p5-2) 
For Sale: Akal AT-580. FM- 
,AM MPX stereo tuner $300, 
Hagstrom SB electric guitar, 
and case $175, 16' V-Stern 
fibreglass canoe with pad- 
dies $160, near new single 
bedwlth head boardS100. No 
reasonable offer refused 
Fibreglass runabout with 
full convertible top, 1977 50 
h.p. Mere electric with extra 
tank on E-2 loader trailer. 
Contact Grant Papps 4721 
Loon Ave. 638-1856 or 638- 
8131 (p3-20) 
19' • Cabin cruiser, new 
motor. Fishing C-Ilcence for 
crabs and bottom fish. Plus 
trailer. $5500. 
40' Fishlng beat new still in 
building stage 75 percent 
finished. Asking $17,000 
phone 635-6700 (p3.1) ' 
Open for Salvage Bid. 
' On an as Is where is basis, 
1968 homemade 22' cruiser 
constructed of a cedar stipe 
flbreglass hull and 
mahogany cabin.. 
Please forward your 
Written bids to Brouwer and 
Co. 3239 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. or phone 635. 
7173. (ctf) 
See 
P.M. PLASTICS 
for 
CANOES 
also 
Flbreglass Matt-Roving 
Cloth and Resin 
3890 Muller St. 
Phone 635-6604 
(clmon.-1May) 
Furnished sleeping room for 
rent: Private entrance, near 
town. Bedding Included also 
• private bathroom. Very 
reasonable Phone 635-4013 or 
2703 S. Eb~ (cfl) 
FOR SALE: Well built 3 
bedroom home. 11/2 baths, 
fireplace, wall to wall car. 
pet, large finished rec room. 
Full landscaped. Fenced 
backyard. Quiet residential 
area. Close to schools. 
Phone 635.5179 (c5-19) 
FOR SALE: 3 bedroom 
home on Davls Avenue 1150 
sq. ft., 2 fireplaces, finished 
basement. Landscaped with 
garden. Carport. 635:7628 
(c8.20) 
3 bedroom house with fruit 
trees, fenced yard and near 
town and schools, call p35. 
3748 offal" 5 (c10-3} 
FOR SALE: 3 bedroom 
family home; rec room in 
Wanted to rent a 2 bedroom 
house or suite unfurnished, 
in town. As soon as posslble 
phone 635.5727 (eft) 
3 and 5 acre parcels on 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
$14,000 and $1900. Two lots 
onlyleft. One with creek. JD 
Prodor, 490"Anderton Road, 
Comox, B.C. VgN 4B4 phone 
339-4736 (c50.[ulyl) 
FOR SALE: 19 acre farm on 
4903 Graham. Mostly 
cleared phone 635.2648 .(pS. 
20) 
basemeht, gas furnace, 
carport, well insulated, close Build your home among 
to schools. Available July beautiful arge cedars on lot 
150x210 Skeena St. Asking 
1st. phone 635-4419. (p5.20) 11,500.00 Offers. Phone 635-. 
5102 after 6 and weekends. 
3 bedroom home with 
finished basement," 2 
bedrooms basement, family 
room, den, take o~er mot- 
• tgage payments. 10 percent 
interest Pate, 4617 Hamer 
635-3791 (p5-3) 
bedroom 3 cozy home for 
sale. 19,1S Babslen Crescent.' 
phone 635.36.02 $38,000 
Serious offers only please 
(C5-3) " ' 
1320 sq. ft. Executive style 
home on large fenced land- 
scaped lot. Features Include 
ensulfe, dishwasher, wall to 
wall carpeting, 2 F-C 
fireplaces, open beam 
construction, carport with 
storage, full basement with 
laundry and rec room, gas 
heat 'and water, fenced 
gardenwi th  I 'a rge  
greenhouse, patlo on quiet 
paved crescent with un. 
(p3-1)' 
.19692dr. Chev Impala. Good 
motor, needs trans. What 
offers? Phone 638.1547 after 
5 (p3-1) 
1970 ~ Chr~;sler Newport, p.s., 
p.b., rear' defroster, block 
heaters $300 phone 635-5102 
after 6 and weekends. (cff) 
75 Ford pickup. Excellent 
condition 42,000 miles. Best 
offer• Phone 638.0414 (p2-20) 
For Sale: just under 20 acres 
,(road allowance) ~between 
the boundary of the Village 
of Telkwa, British Columbia,. 
and Provincial Parl~. 
Acreage wooded and 
:overlooks lake. Mortgage 
Terms acceptable, phone 
736-7048. (c2-15-20) 
PROPERTY FOR SALE: 38 ' 
acres near Seeley Lake, 
derground services, close to South Hazelton, on highway. 
schools and shopping. Call Spruce and cedar timber. 
635-3966 to view., (P.6"" Creeks, house logs. $19,000 
19,20,3,4,5,8) 842.5954 (p1.2-w.th.f.2ap28) 
phone 635-7564 (C3~20) . ........... For. Rent:. 1 .bedroom. or~.to . . . . . . . .  "~-:.-~'.. • " 
For Sale: "Air Ease" oil 
furnace 112,000 B.T.U. 71/2 
years old and Esso "Aqua" 
Thermic" water heater and 
oil thank. Offers. 632-7682 
evenings. (c5-3) 
For Sale: Hardtop tent 
trailer or trade for piano. 
phone 635.7074 (c3-1) 
For' Sale: One Foley 
automatic saw . fil ing 
machine with band saw 
'attachment. In very good 
condition. Phone 624.5964 or 
write 189 Ambrose Ave. 
Prince Rupert, B.C. (c2.20) 
share a nicely furnished 2 
bedroom home. Fireplace, 
color TV etc., near down- 
town, phone 635.2505 after 6 
(c2.20) 
For Rent: 3 bedroom 
basement suite. Frldge and 
stove included. 4811 Pohle 
Phone 635.3292 (p1-19) 
Baby Sifting available, your 
hours; day or nights trained 
superv is ion ,  la rge  
playground (fenced and 
equipped), large inside play 
area, on quiet street. Phone 
638-8398 or 635.3187. (p4- 
20,1,4,7) 
Red Malamute, German 
Shephard cross puppies for 
sale - 7 weeks old phone 638- 
1018. (P3.8) 
For Sale: Reg. Toy Poodles, 
7 weeks old phone 635-6905 
(c2-20) " 
FOR SALE: Beautiful 
family" home In town, quiet 
street near all school and 
shopping, 3 bedrooms, 2 full 
baths, finished rec room and 
extra bedroom down. Large 
landscaped lot incl udes some 
appliances. Phone 635.7706 
for appolntemnt to vie w. (c6- 
9,10,14,15,19,20) 
For Sale: 1 acre with 5'' 
bedroom house on the bench 
at 5243 Soucle, 1283 sq. ft. 2 
bedroom and cold storeage 
In basement. House In like 
new condition. Large garden 
area and fruit trees, phone 
635-4760 (c5-2) 
Wanted full trained watch 
dog. 1 to0 year old. No 
preference on breed. Phone 
635-7216. (c10-4) 
Do It Now 
Aluminum , . .  
Sheets 
25"x 36 I' 
12 shoots only- 335 
THE DAILYHERALD 
3213 Kalum St, Terraoe 
WANTED TO RENT: • 3 
bedroom home. Local 
references available. 
• Reliable tenants phone 635- 
9097 (p5-20) 
Wanted to Rent: Reliable 
couple requires a house or 
duplex immediately ' in 
Acreage for Sale in town by 
owner. 2.3 acres.3 bedroom 
hqme. Basement finished, 
Barn, landscaped. Asking 
$69,000.00 Phone earl.y 
evenings at 635.3620. 
(CTF May 5) 
For Sale: B~; owner, 3 
bedroom duplex dwelllng. 
Full basement, oak floor, 
Terrace.Thornhill area. "double lot, landscaped, good 
Good refs, handy at upkeep location. Low taxes. Phone 
and "yard work, phone 635- . 635.3463 after six p.m. 
7973 (p3-20) (CTF-Apr.28) 
PARENTS NEEDED 
• Warm, accepting foster parents ~re needed to care 
for a 7 year old severely handicapped child. This 
lovable native boy, who is'in regular morning atten. 
denceat he Child Development Centre; requires much 
• attention and a consistent, loving family atmosphere. 
.. Parents need flexibility, patience and the courage to 
accept a child with special needs. 
.. Professional support and spe.ctal malnte.nance rates 
are available. 
.. A part.time home will also be considered. 
.. For further information, please contact Susan Carr, 
care of Ministry of Human Resources 635.2203. 
If you reside in Terrace or 
Thornhiil and de not have 
a paper carrier - 
we have a 
ON.SUBSCRIpTIONS ' 
FOR YOU[ 
PHONE DAWN: 
635-635"/ 
( -  
d 
t 
? 
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For Sale: 1975 9V=' Okanagar 
1969 Baracuda Convertable, 
new 383 motor, mags, holly 
carb, new paint. Asking 
$2800 or nearest offer. (stf) 
635.6357 
1977 Ford F.150, custom 4x4 
with canopy, 5,500 miles, 
auto. Still 4 months left on 
warrenty. $8,000 or 
best offer. Call 638.1655 after 
5. 
• (p5-19) 
"For Sale : 1975 Ford v~ ton, 
4 wheel drive pickup, new 
tires and brakes phone 635. 
3286 (p5.1) 
1975 ' Plymouth Cricket 
Wagon, like new, low 
mllesge, best offer, 635.4619 
(4-2O) 
75 Super Beetle Metallic 
Green with ~unroof, 20,000 
miles, excellent condltlon~ 
radio, new radials, 2 stud 
spares 635.9635 (p5.1) 
73 Renault front wheel drive, 
asking $1000 and 1976 Kx250 
motocross Kawaskl like new 
asking $1,000 638-1483 (cff) 
For Sale: 1973 Chev ~/~ ton 
p.s., p.b., 350 engine, phone 
635.9518 (c3-20) 
VW Van 1977 - 7 passenger as 
new with many extras, 7000 
miles 635.5290 after 6 and 
weekends. (eft) 
For Sale: 1975 GMC V~ ton 
pickup V8, auto, p.s., p.b., 
dual tanks, phol~e 635-6669 
after 6 (320) 
For Sale: 1967 Chevy Van, 
custom Interior, porthole 
windows, new paint, good 
running gear, phone~638-1529 
after 5 p.m. (p5-2) 
4 
For Sale: 1974 Blazer 4x4 V8, 
p.s., p.b:, auto trans, 8000 lb. 
warren winch, h.d. bumpers 
and roof rack, phone 635-7216 
evenfng's. (p3.20) 
Camper, like new condition, 
' 3 way frldgee furnace, flush 
toilet, sleeps five, asking 
price $3900 phone 635 2933 
(p3-20) 
For Sale: 8' camper, phone 
635.5634 (p3.20) 
For Sale: 8' camperette 
very good condition, phon,:. 
635.4577 (c5-21 
1973 XLT Ford Camper 
Special, p.s., p.b., Holley 
Carb, A1 condition, 24,000 
mi. with 9V¢ camper, phone 
635.2103. View at 4720 
Halliwell (p2.20) 
Will do rototllling with 54" 
tractor unit. Adjustable soil 
depth• Front bucket for 
moving.spreading soil- 
gravel.. Prefer Thornhill 
area~ phone 635-3478 (p10.6) 
Bakkers Modular Structures 
for sale. Reasonably priced 
Pre-fab greenhouses and 
multi use utility sheds, phone 
638.1760 evenings or view at 
3961 Dohbie• (p10-6) 
i FAR.KO CONTRACTiNGJ 
LTD. / 
Sand, gravel, reject crushJ 
gravel for driveways| 
Phone 635-5156 (c20.20) / 
Goats, 2 milk, 5 meat, price 
$210 for all must ,sell well 
cared for see Halls 3 miles 
west Kitwanga on Nor- 
thshore Rd. No Saturday. 
(p5.3) 
Standing at stud: 16 h.h. 
sorrel quarter horse, War 
Fly Tago, No.947,922,A.A. 
and R.O.M. In racing. Ex- 
'cellent mare care. Terms: 
private treaty. 847-2408. (pF- " 
XS) 
For Sale: 1973 12x60 trailer 
with 2 bedrooms. Phone 635- 
7697 after 4 (c20-mayl0) 
PERSONAL: Discerning 
For Sale: 1968.(10x36) In% ,~:. Adults. Shop discreetly by 
perlal trailer,' c~ ies  fur-'."n~ail. Send $1.00~for our 
nlshed'and ca~ be~,old with 
or without lucy shack. 
Priced for quick sale. Phone 
63S.7860. 
(P10-20) 
For Sale: 12xS4' Safeway 
trailer situated on a 75'x100' 
landscaped lot. Trailer 
Includes frldge, stove .and 
deep freeze. Phone 635.7851 
after 6 p.m. (p10.2) 
"FOR SALE: 12x46 two. 
bedroom mobile home.  
Located on fully eervlced lot 
In Thornhlll. Asking $13500. 
Financing avai lable.  
Contact Gerry Warren at 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635.7117 (eft) 
For Sale: 1970 2 bedroom 
trailer with frldge, stove, 
dishwasher, washer & dryer, 
has a I0x25 addition t)35.5348 
C-- 
1972 - 12x60 
Monarch mobile home, 3 
bedrooms, fridg e and stove 
included, 8x25 [oey shack, 
asking price $7,000 phone 
635.3542 after 5 on weekdays 
(c6-2) 
For Sale: 10x44 1969 Park. 
wood, furnished, set.up in 
local trailer park $4,000 firm. 
phone 635-3905 (p3-19) 
latest fully . illustrated 
catelogue of marital aids for 
both ladles' and gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 
(cff) 
Bids are open on a 18' glas 
tron vessel equipped with 100 
h.p. Evlnrude electrlo start 
engine up a as where is basis. 
Vessel located at the Coast 
Guard Yard, Prince Rupert, 
B.C. All bids received at 
Brouwer & Co. N0.6.3238 
Kalum St. Terrace, B.C. 635. 
7173 
HELP WANTED: Earn 
$200.00 monthly part.time; 
$1,000 full time. Easy to 
succeed with our training. 
Write Fuller Brush Com- 
pany, C.O Box 108, 008, 207 
West Hastings St., Van. 
couver, B.C. V6B 1H7, or 
Mr. T. Diamond, R.R. 3, 
Kamloops, B.C. V2C 5K1. 
(eft) 
FOR SALE: 20' Empress 
motor home. "as new". 
Used very little $14,$00 Open 
to offers, phone 635.9561 (c5- 
2O) 
BUSINESS FOR SALE: 
Gravel Haul Operation In- 
cluding Four Kenworth 
tractors one dump one scale 
one 900 loader and spare 
parts. Licensed golng 
, concern contracts pending. 
Phone (403)668-5854. (5-1) 
MACHINER FOR SALE: In 
stock. Complete line of 
BERCO under carriage for 
your Julia Deere Crawle~" 
tractors. Coast Tractor and 
Equipment Ltd. Phone 
Coquitlam , 524-0101 or 
Chilliwack 792-2781. Call 
collect. (2-19) 
HELP WANTED: Helpl Do 
something nice for wl~ales, 
seals and the planet. Sell 
• Greenpeace Spring "Go 
Anywhere"-Lottery tickets. 
2108 West 4th Ave., Van- 
couver, B.C. V6K 1N6. Phone 
(604) 736.0321. (3.19) 
HELP •WANTED: Sales 
Manger for Community 
newspaper. Fully ex- 
perienced person with 
proven track record. Op- 
portunity to buy Into one of 
Canada's fastest growing 
newspapers in attractive, 
\progressive community. In 
the Lower Mainland. Good 
startlhg salary with sub- 
stantial commission. 
Permanent position, open to 
a m.an era woman, Is to start 
June 15lb. Write Box 116, 
care of 808, 207 West Hastlnts 
St., Vancouver, B.C. V6B 
1H7. (ctf) 
The beautiful Mallard is only one of the numerous Dirtts tnat stop at 
Kouchibouguac National Park, in New Brunswick, on their way 
sol~th in the fall or north in the spring. Some even stay all summe~ 
Pudding Cakes Deser.ve AnAward 
Tourism Photo) 
1 
A BICENTENARY SPECIAL FEATURE FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA 
• This veati B,6~ obserres the bicentbnnial of, Capt, James Cook'~.Jending at Friendly Cqve, o, 
; Who a,as this ~an and what <lid he.do? In a series of,,l:ti¢les'begionhtg .oda.t' . . . .  
Cook's I(l'e and exploits are e.rphn'ed. 
THE EARLY YEARS •' 
By .Run Gadsby 
he felt he could do better for 
himself in commerce. He was 
duly taken on as an apprentice 
to a grocer and draper at 
Straithe~ on the Yorkshire coast. 
Here things began to fall into 
place for the hey who was to 
roam the world. 
Perhaps it was the smell of the 
sea or the sight of the boats. 
It did not take the young Cook 
long to realize that work in a 
grocery store was not for bim. 
With his usual.forthrightness, he .. 
: told his;:Q~'-ikcr.~i~lo~ers so 
a0d they~k~i'e s)mpalit~t,c.They 
subsequenhy arrangi~d limeeting 
with some ship-owning friends 
in Whitby. He was hired despite 
initial reluctance: Cook was 17 
a0d most apprentice s were 1.2 
or 13. • 
Cook, a six-footer, soon found 
If cake lovers tendered 
special awards for most 
valuable cake recipes, pud- 
ding cakes, because of their 
moistness, versatility and 
convenience, would have a 
double reason for earning 
trophies. Jall.O pistachio 
flavor instant pudding and 
pie filling combines, with 
yellow cake mix, orange 
juice and broken chocolate 
wafers to make Pistachio- 
Cookie Pudding Cake a real 
winner. Along with creamy 
and pistachio nuts in the 
.pudding, the fresh tart 
flavor of orange and the 
melting goodness of choco- 
late. A cake for all tastes. 
Additional pudding cakes 
are'featured in a new leaflet, 
and each of the seven few 
tu~ed recipes is a new ad. 
.venture for cake fanciers. 
For a free co.py, send'your 
name and addres:, in. 
If ever there was an unlikely 
candidate for the title "the 
greatest explorer of the seas the 
world h'as ever known", it would 
have to be Capt. James Cook. 
\A far~m laborer's ee, he was 
' born on Oct. 27, 1728, in Marten, 
Yorkshire-and if the usual pat- 
tern of the times had been to!- 
lowed, he would have scratched 
a living,from the soib 
Who could have told he '. as 
marked for greatness--iu a 10- 
eluding zIP code, to: The year period, he would clear up 
?.',w Pudding Cake Booklet. most of the Pacific's geograph- 
smoothness, " there's the P.O. Box 4037, Kankakee. icalmysteries, show a stature of 
crunchy texture of almonds Illinois 60901. leadership that set him apart " : ..... ' ' "- 
P ISTACHIO-COOKIE  PUDDING "CAKE playingfr°m o dinarYthe samemen'courageand dieth tdis- " " ~:'~": ' ' . ... :~. ~i~i~ 
1 package (2-layer size) yellow cake mix marked his life? 
1 package (4.serving size) pistachio flavor 
instant pudding and pie filling And 'who could have told 
4 eggs ' that his explorations along Van- 
, 1 cup orange juice ' d . " ...... ::~:! i t .~'~  • 114 cup. oil couver Island's west coast weal 
2 drops green food coloring (optional) mark the beginning of commcr- 
1-1/2cups broken chocolate wafers ci',d development and prosperity .
Combine cake mix, pudding mix, eggs, orange juice, oil for B.C. that has lasted to this 
and coloring in large mixer bowl. Blend; then beat at day? 
medium speed of electric mixer for 4 minutes'  Stir in  Shortly after his birth, hi~ 
. . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ff,¢,,~ ~y~ ! life was difficult aboard the 
:~'~::~ : : i~ '~ ... : ..:~... ~i~ ::: ~/ :~ilf::.i.:: ~:" :,. ~ ;~3 cramped coal-carrying vessels. 
~.,¢.ii~iiiiiii~:ii~!:: i :i: i ~;~i~'~:: . ,~;~:~:~ ;~, ~ .: "...': ~ ~ ::?i , While tho vessels were. not 
~ i { ~ "  ~' :! ~: ~: :~ ' : i  . . . . . . . . . .  ~;,.< broad-beamed prows had for- 
:'!:: !~:::ii::" i : . / !  ~i,:,.: : : :~  i~  :f, p~! ,~,  bk~,. were called cats because their 
:~::i::~iii~ //.. ::.i: ........ ~ . . . .  [ '~[~ i~ . . .~) '~ '~ n~ ward-looking hawser holes that 
~ ~  gave the appearance of cats' 
.... ~ ............ . ...... :.~ eyes-they were efficient• 
.......... ~"' ........ ~" ........... They had a shallow draft and 
~ ' i !  ~:  m~ f ~  ~ ~ ~:~"A ~ '. relatively large holds 1o contain 
~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~  the cargo: it required skill to run 
• :' i "~#' f :~]  ~ .~ '~/~)~i~. ' . : ' . .  thcmelosetotheshorebctwcen 
~ ~ ~ ~)~! i  Northumberland and London, 
~ ~  ~i ~ ~ ~' t l  Cook was an apt student. He 
~ ~  ~ ~ : : ~ ~  studied and absorbed a vast 
knowledge l the sea with a 
T/e birth register at Marion ¢. ~'),'~VI ~t o~ 'i: t, '/'(' entO' for.latne.~ Cook. thoroughness that muked his 
character throughout his life. 
In three years he became an 
able seaman-something .most 
sailors took seven years to do. 
Three years later, he became a
nmte and seemed well on his 
way to becoming master of his 
own ship. 
In fact, at age 27, in 1755, he 
was told by his mastei's that 
when he returned frdm his next.,. 
trip to London, hc would be 
offered his o~n' ship to corn- • a•  
mand. 
wafers. Pour into greased and floured 10-inch fluted tube father moved the family to The birthplace at Marton-in.Clevelam/. It was demo/hhedabout 1786. 
or tube pan. Bake ~t 350 ° for 50 to 55 minutes or until 
center springs back when lightly touched. Cool in pan  
about 15 minutes. Remove from pan and finish cooling on 
rack. Sprinkle with confectioners sugar, if desired. 
0 , 
PLUMMER IS MAC- MacDonald, first prime 
DONALD min is ter  of Canada,  in the 
Great Ayton and became the 
farm foremqn of a Thomas 
Scottowe. Here-young Cook 
grew. 
The youngster displayed an 
intellect that prompted Scottowe 
Christopher P lumier  CBC-TV film drama pr 9- to'pay the fees for a formal edu- 
will lblay Sir John A. dueti0n Riel. ' cation. Hewas then eight, could 
. , . , ,  . . . .  . . . .  • 
•••••••.•••••••.••••;•;•;•;•;•;•;.;•;•;•.••••••.;•.•;•••;•;••.••••;•;.;•;•;•;•;•;•;•;•;•;.;•;•;•;.;•;•;•;.;•;:;:;•;:;•;.;•::;•;:;7;:;:;.-:;:.••:•:.•••••.--.--.-:-.:-.•.;.-•.•:.•••••.:••.•;•••v 
Sometimes in fashlon--as 
in life--it's the little things 
that count. Take, for exam- 
ple, a vest. This qne l i t t le  
item can do big things..for 
your  ward robe--ulSdating 
clothes you a l ready.own 
and add ing  zip to ucw 
outfits. 
You can•buy a vest with 
. its very own drrss. A vest 
that's part of a coordinated 
look. Or, a Vest as a separate 
• item. Whichever, the vest 
you want should be soft and 
read, and was learning writing . His father's reaction can only 
and arithmetic--unusual skills ' besurmised whi:n hiscountrified 
for a farm boy of that era. son. at age 17, announced that 
Not bad for u Yorkshire farm 
boy! • ". 
• But Cook had other ideas. 
Next: Cook seeks adventure 
with the Royal Navy. 
PHOTOGRAPHY: Special 
offer 10 color pictures from 
any one negative for only 
$1.00. Send us your co"Ior 
negatives (any size) plus 
$1.00and We will send you 10 
Beautiful Jumbo Size Color • 
Pictures within one week. 
Also ser~d your color films, 
for. developing and printing 
to Pronto Photo. We will easy. in keeping with to- 
give you fast guaranteed • day's fashion look. Look for 
quality and service at one with a square-cut, boxy 
. shape; with deepened arm- 
holes for sliding over tops 
and dresses. 
You can have a vest that'a 
plain and s imple-or  one 
trimmed with buttons or 
bows~ one that reverses, one 
that comes in a terrific 
pattern. Just make sure that 
your new vest is compatible 
with the rest o f  your 
clothes. 
Because they're so right 
reasonable prices. 12 exp. 
roll complete $2.99; 20 exp. 
roll complete $3.99; 36 exp. 
roll complete $6.99. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or 
money refunded. Pronto 
Photo Service, 30 Eastgafe, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 2C1 
(c4.20) 
DID YOU KNOW THIS? 
• This vest has lots goingfor 
it. It's a neutral color, so it 
will go with most every- 
thing. It's a cobl, newsy 
open-weave •fabric. And it 
has deepened armholes that 
make it just right for layer- 
ing over tops and dresses. 
invest  me n t'-dressing, And 
By Elaine Monroe,, 
Fashion Director 
Sears, Roebuck and Co. 
You would find persons 
known as herring chokers 
in the province of New 
Brunswick. 
don t Just buy .one. Iake two for your  now•and.future '
wardrobe, a vest is truly (or men:), they're smallt 
• • °0" .%' , '0" . ' , ' , ' , ' , ' * ' , '¢ . ' * '  '*'.'..•,',•¢,'¢.'¢o'.'*'¢*','.'¢.'." ' "~'~','e','.'.','.'.'o'l',','*'o',','¢¢0'¢,'J • * ,  %, ,  • • • 0 • ,%%%%o•-~-••• . . ' • 'e '•  • ,  • %.•  
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• Oro~m, word By Eugene SI~//= 
ACROM~ 44 Pledge ~ 5? Spreads hay 
1 --  oak 46 Belgian 58 Coin 
S Polynesian . river DOWN 
cloth ; 50 High, in 1 Nimbus 
9 One -- time music ,2 FeUd 
I~ Astringent 51 Swarm 31VIL~lace 
13 Swod~ 52 Meesure o~ 4 CI~JSl city 
,~ /]quid distance S Woolen 
measure $~ Meadow " pmld 
: 11 Male eat 54 Dye indigo 6 Bowfin 
1~ Tilt 55 Modem genus 
1| Chance Persia 7 Glued 
I? Card game 50 Pdrt of a 8 --  of the 
IS.Gur~m river week Covenant 
1| Mshe laee Avg, solution time: 2Z rata. 
20 Exploit ~ 31Shelter "
Zl Palm lea f  ~ ,35 And (L,) 
~ruUslze ~ 36 Deep gore 
• 25 Game i ~ i ~  37 Pegs 
Wltem ~ 38 Exclamat 
Exchange ~ of pain 
premium ~ 41Uundome 
Annoy ~ 42 Genus of 
• 54 Feeen's 
"Hedda - "  
37 Draw 
aimlessly 
Z9 Eshimo 
9 Gudrun's 
husband 
10 Iustrument 
11 Berserk 
20 Name froin 
mother's 
side 
22 Beholdt 
24 Biblical 
pronoun 
25 l~bel 
28-- Khan 
~7 Poke fun at 
29 Assist 
3O Ailing 
ge 
tion 
 Uundomed 
olives 
43 Remain 
45 Roman poet 
47 Father 
48 Ardor 
40 Poaess 4-22 49 Tom 
41Supervisor Answer toyesterday's puzzle. 51 Headgear 
I . . . . . . .  
2 ~ 7 | , 9 tO 
• 
37 58 
~o ~ 
• @N 
i ~N qb 41 48 49 
CRYPTOqUIP " 4-22 
ECVDLJPAQC EC 'VONO QNVCV 
DTLRJCVV ON APQE" DTLRJC 
Yesterday's Cryptequip-SEASICK GIRL IN ' GALE 
LATCHES ON TO HEARTSICK SAILOR. 
(£)i9'/8 King Features Syndic.ate. inc. 
Today's Cryptequlp clue: Lequals I 
The Cryptoqulp is a simple sul~sUtotion cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, hort words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
Ill • 
I 
tM • 
~•tr: 
%. 
By Abigail Van Buren 
©~107e by Chlce0o Tribune.N.Y. News Synd, Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: You quoted Edith Head, a famous fashion 
designer, as saying that all women look alike, in the 
bathtub." 
lqi wager that I've seen more women in the bathtub than 
you and Edith Head combined, and if there's one thing I'm 
sure of, it's that all women DO NOT look alike in the 
bathtub. HOUSTON SWINGER 
Your Individual 
Horoscope  
Frances  Drake  
FOR FRIDAY, APRIl.20,1978 
What kind of.'day will tivities. Y0u have a lot going for 
tomorrow be? To find out what you, so it would be foolish to 
the stars say, read the forecast offset efforts of the past. 
given for your birth sign. 
ARIES to Apr. 20) t ,~94~ (Mar. 21 
Your innate perceptiveness 
will improve a great asset now. 
Through it, you will get a brand 
new slant on a puzzling Job 
situation. 
TAURUS ~ c ,  
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
An auspicious period. If you 
cooperate smartly, you eso 
make up for any lost Ume and 
break through any new barriers 
to attainment. Personal 
relellonships highly favored. 
~, • (May 22 to June 21) W 
All may not go exantly as you 
desire, buA you will find nmny Pay no attention todissenters 
• ~ "  " u r  , advantages, anyway -- if you or ~ . .  GO .a.l~..ut yo 
, 'look carefully in all areas worg mm omer.acuvmes yam 
CANCER ~ ~, ~ " good will and a bit of finest... 
(June 22 to Jul. , . . . . . .  v 20~ ~ You can have an tmusuany 
Influences omewhat ad- ssumactory aay. :
verse. If c~ertain negotiations 
are pending, try to postpone 
decisions until Monday, when 
aspects will be more propitious. 
LEO 
(July 24 to Aug. 22)~ 
Turbulent waters in some 
areas, hut you are made of the 
stuff that doesn't collapse at the. 
first sign of opposition or dif- 
~ ty. Be your philosophical 
v~ ~,  
(Aug. 24 to SepL 23) "'~ j~ .  
Don't hesitate to take up 
apprenticeship in something 
new if it is worthwhile, no 
SAGrrTARKTS . J~L~"  
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) ~ ~P"  
Don't undertake anything 
proper without knowing 
procedure., Find out how 
associates think and feel. Ex- 
cullent progress indicated 
through alert thinking and 
action. . " ' 
CAPRIC0RN ~.~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) vd KtK 
Your intuition should he l~tAar l~ l ld~L] l  
strong now; but douhle.cbeck to 
make sure you are not 
overlooking small details. Thus, 
all. should go well. 
AQUARIUS 
X 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
rlSCF_.S ~'~" ] I 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) " '~:~,  
' ~Buslness advancement; matt rs la edand also for immediate for financial i~  future 
gains. But take,no risks; con- 
servativestressed, management .[~ 
YOU BORN T()DAY are 
endowed 'with unusual son- 
sitivity, agr~at appreciation f 
beauty and the arts. Your love 
for heritage and tradition are 
deep-rooted, and 'you make 
excellent historians. You are 
fond of travel .and of social life, 
matter what your age. No one 
has a monopoly on self- 
improvemeet. 
LIBRA (Sept. 24 to oct. 23) ---~m 
Make your schedule a flexible 
one, There are possibilities of
changes and variations in 
certain situations - -  al l  
yet wish your home life to 
rmmin constant. Your tenacity 
and dste~mination, often in the : 
face of obstacles, coupled with 
your many talents, could 
produce top-rank achievement. 
Taureans.oflen accomplish in
more than one ~eer  in a busy 
lifetime, Medicine, art, in- 
aw awmn eay P twma  
_ ~ - ~  
promising to be beneficial, vent,on, sculpture, literature 
SCORPIO ~,, ,~te_ and the e~tertuinment fields are 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) -L ,~g" strungly reprceented in Taurus. 
Don't sidestep.ebllgallono in. Btrthdatt of: James Monroe, 
'JL'1~l~ W~gARD OF ID 
[ A teTTe..t~ .~... :;. 
t~/ht  p~k.e  d J~r  i l~  
favor of more desireable ac- Gth Pres,, U.S.A. 
man's life when he can get away w i thanyt ]dug .  When he's 
toououngtekuowwbethe'sdoiag,~mdwhenhe'atooold. E l '  "ALLEYS ~ LEAGUES lOWl" 
DEAR ABBY: My sister has a 10.yearmld sanwho was. ~L ......... ~ ~ ~  ..................................... ' 
born with one deaf ear and about one.third hearing in the 
other ear. His doctors have informed my sister that 
eventually the bey will be totally deaf. 
Don't'you think my sister is being extremely unfair to 
hide the truth from her son? She is an intelligent woman, 
.but sam seems almost ashamed of her son's handicap. She 
said she couldn't be~r the thought of his studying lip 
reading or sign language so young. 
She' thinks highly of your advice, Abby, so please 
answer. CARING AUNT 
• , • . ' , 
DEAR AUNT: Your sister is doing her son a shocking 
disservice. The boy should start preparing Immediately to
live In a silent world. It will be much more difficult for him 
to learn after he has suffered a total hearing loss. 
Urge your sister to discusa it with her son's doctors and 
DE,~R SWINGER: Technicuily ou're right• (But they • to follow their recommendations~ And I hope for the boy's 
all have the'same standard equipment.) . sake she acts at once. 
DEAR ABBY: Our 17-year~)ld' son got a ticket for 
speeding (he has no car, it was his "father's), so we took 
away his driving priv|leges' for a month. It has been 
only five days now and this bey is unbearable. He is ugly 
and hateful. He hardly eats, and he refuses to look at us. 
He answers our questions with grunts and shrugs, and he 
says he won't be '~aiee" until we give him one more chance 
and restore his driving privileges. 
My husband has had one coronary and was told to keep 
calm and avoid excitement, but this son of ours is pushing 
him to the boiling point. • . 
I honestly don't know how to cope with th!s. Should we 
give in? 
, SULKY'S MOTHER 
DEAR MOTHER: H you •"give in" now, you wm' teach 
your son that the way to get what he wants in life ts to 
punish those around him with.hls uglines~.-Ingure his act. 
If he doesn't ~eat, it's his hunger. Don't ask him any 
questions. It will only provide him with an oppertanity o
exhibit his surliness. Let him sweat it out. Youll be doing 
him a favor. ~ • 
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter isbeing married soon and I 
am making plans for a formal church wedding, dinner and 
reception... . 
My problem is that the young man who is marrying our 
daughter has too many parents.. 
His mother is presently married to her fifth husbandt 
Worse yet, all four of her ex-husbands have remarried and 
she's friendly with all of them. To make matters more 
stick~,, the boy's real father has a wife and two ex-wives 
with whom he is on friendly terms. I base been instructed 
Co send invitations to nil of these ex's. Should I? - 
How about he receiving line?. We will be the laughing 
stock of'this city if we have all those ex.husbands and 
ox-wives in the receiving line. ' . " 
. , BRIDE'S  BEFUDDLED MOM 
DEAR BEFUDDLED: Invite the friendly "ex's" to the 
wedding but ask only the groom's biological parents and 
their present spouses to stand in the receiving llae. 
• . •DEAR ABBY: A reader asks, '~Vhat does a deliberately 
childless couple say to the 'go forth and multiply' relatives 
and'friends who haraes them to be fruitful?" 
Simple: Roll your eyes upward, look sod and sigh, "Oh, if 
l " we only. sou di . . . . .  
Those few words are guaranteed to turn hos~ity and 
unwarranted nosiness into instant sympathy--and ever 
again will you be bothered w'lth that suggestion. 
• JACK B, IN TUCSON 
DEAR JACK: Why pretend you em't "multiply" when 
• you  can but choose not  to for good and legitimate r asons?. 
DEAR ABBY: I have been seeing a p§ychiatrist.for 
, several months. I think I know what is at the root of my 
trouble, but I am too ashamed to toll him. 
• I have been shoplifting for a long time. Not anything 
very expensive--just li tle things. I have never  been 
"caught, but I think some of the clerks suspect me by the 
way they look at me. . 
ilhave made up my mind to step completely, but I am so 
sick with guilt feelings that I am on the verge of a~ervoua 
breakdown. If I toll my doctor, do ybu thini~ he will report 
me to the police? I will do anything to be cured, tiut I 
wouldn't want to shame my family with any  publicity. 
Please, please help me. 
. NO NAME PLEASE 
" .  / 
DEAR NO NAME: Tell your doctor. Your secret will be 
safe wlthlflm. . . . 
• DEAR ABBY: My husband does .business with 
investment firms, and he claims that • in order to get 
preferredtreatment he has to "be nice" to the girls in the' 
office. ' • ' 
' . , I  realize that if a secretary or a teleghone operator likes 
you, she will be more inclined to put you through to the 
boss or give you an early appointment, so a gift of perfume 
Or some little gift at Christmastime is OK. But I think my~ 
husband is o.verdoing it . . . .  
He is always taking one of these girls out for dinner and 
dancing. He says he can put it on his expense acccunt--it's 
not taldng anythi~ig away from me, so I have no kick 
c~ming. • " 
Not only that, but he refuses to tell me who the girls are 
or.where he entertains them. In other words, it's strictly 
• business, o it's none of my business. What do you think? 
' SITTING HOME 
;~DEA]t SITTING: I think your husband is using the 
, "striCtly business" excuse to justify a lot of monkey 
business. Furthermore, if you hold still for this, you are out 
' of your tree: . . • • } ,  ~ 
DEAR ABBY: There is.an old man who goes to our 
church,,[-Ie's very friendly and'ovarypne likes .him, but he's 
beginning to get on the girls' nerves. (By "girls," I mean 
any femal, e between 12 and 60.) .i ' '. 
P ,, , ,  ~ You ~n t really call him a dirty old man, although e 
.aCts like'it at times. I wouldn't dfind a brief he g as a 
greeting, but this man does a lot of p'.mehing ant pa ,tAng in 
the clinches. . . . .  ' ' . 
' I mentioned.tifls to a g~rifriend..of mine who has also 
been onthe receiving end of his pinching and patting, ahd 
she said, ~Forget i t -ne 'su~l  ' 
Abby, do you think a man should be excused for hfs 
actions because of his age? - ~ . . . . .  ' 
' .  " " " ' PINCHED AND PATTED 
n.c .  ~ lo~na.v h~=t 
 ILw a= m~; "r'~eT'~. ) ~ "~.~ To::q'fi FA~.  I [ ~t..~T•.. I 
, l  .. . . . . .  
DOONESBURY 
• " ' ;~_ .~,Aszu ,  v - [  e t , '~yv- r~epee~trs  
~r~A~y~ O/ /~7~ I P~0~.~P,  eT~/~ IllUlII 
B,4~-r~r  U ~ l  ~ u ~ ' ~ , ~  IHlllll 
by ~rry Trucleau 
i f9  ,#/.L E~,C#~N 
~ O0~/N/~ ~ lllilll 
,~4~v ~p ~x IUllfll 
t , " in  describing your 'general phys iml  
appearance,' I'll iud -y  you're looking for e gir l  
w i th  e good sense of humor."  
/ 
cENT I 
- t 
"Where  do I put my mouth?"  
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Italian hospitals a safety risk 
Advice to people corruption, insufficient after reading a report by organization, if you pre: 
preparing to go into pub- planning, rising costs and doctors at the hospital fer," said Public 
a series of unfinished who said they could no Hospita ls  D i rec tor  
lic hospitals in Italy-- reforms' are blamed for longer accept respon- Giovanni de Cesare~ don't. 
Or, if you must, be the chaotic state of the s|bility for their patients. The situation' in other 
prepared to sleep in the public hospital sector, Their reperts said basic major cities is described 
corridors, cook your own which last year ran up a hygiene standards were as similar or worse. 
food, share a bathroom deficit of $4.7 billion. Houted, emergency In Naples, where some 
with 80 other patients and WELFARE LEFT services were m- 3,000 patients fled 
bring your own medicine. BEHIND adequate, essential hospitals in panic during 
Overcrowding, staff The chronic decay of its medicines were lacking a strike by auxiliary staff 
shortages, outdated hospitals makes Italy and there was an acute in February, beds are 
equipment, strikes, look a poor cousin of its shortage of staff, crammed into the 
crumbling buildings, neighbors and Supports Probl.ems at the corridors and there still is 
unpaid bills, dirt and 
smells are common 
arguments that social Policlinico, where .some not enough room. . 
welfare has been left 32,000 ~nedical students Sicilian authorities say 
features in Italy's public behind in the scramble are expected to gain their the island urgently needs 
hospitals, according to for industrial develop- practical experience for 35 new hospitals. 
recent press surveys, ment. exams and professional 
Official figures show Many of the hospitals, careers, have forced Hospitals in Turin and 
there are 120 people in like the Cardarelli in management to empty all Milan, where the bed 
need of hospital treat- Naples, the biggest in but 1,200 beds. capacity is below the 12- 
ment in Italy for every southern Italy, where BRING OWN SYRINGES to-l,000;people ratio rec- 
100 available beds and basins and lavatories are "There is a shortage of ommended by the World 
that the country has only broken, were built before everything here, Health Organization, 
half as many nurses as it the Second World War. medicines, bandages, arebursting.. 
needs. In Rome, a magistrate disinfectants," said one Almost all Italy's 
In one major Rome. has ordered an in- doctor. "We tell patients regional authorities, who 
hospital, the Policlinico vestigation into the who come here for blood took o~er much of the 
Umberto I, doctors say situation at the 3,750-bed analysis to bring their responsibility for hospi- 
tals from the halth standards have sunk so Policlinico, which is one own plastic syringes." 
"The Rome hospital low that patients' lives of the major teaching min.cstry .'.m ln9c7 ~ report 
are hospitals in the capital. . . . ser~.o.us nna a~ at risk. system is an organized 
Bad management, He issued the oraer cnaos, or a chaotic promems. . • 
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" SERVICE RENTALS, . .  I . / I GANAVENTURE 
Most Anything - Most Anytime For (boats ' 
CONTRACTORS-INDUSTRY-INDIVIDUALS MERCURY . . . . . , ; .  VAUAHA 
• I (outboard VUM~U~ 
Hours: Mon.- Sat. 8-6 i motors) (~hasn saws) 
I l l  I I  ." - -  I Hours: Man. - Sat. S.6 
g ' J l l~  ] Iml  ~ 4946 Greig Avenue I , . . . . .  Dealer Llcence n~m =nnn 
UMU' Iq l  / Phone63S-74!7 I 4SqU ureng Num~ 02013A , UOU=UUd;U 
I SUZUKI Motorcycles and KITCHEN OABINETS • VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION I 
I , , • .' . _ .  | • MOULDED COUNTERTOPe • 
I accessories in stock NOW, . • ~ ,  
I • _ K ALWOOD 
• , I r . : ,~ , ,~.  BRAD RE[ESE 
~ e6e 5TH AVENUE [] JTerraee Equipment Sales Lid. ..,;~'~, G,O.~E, e:c. v=~ az, (NOIm|lN) LtD. . 
4539 Grelg - 63"5.63"84 • BUS. ee4.148e . , 
DISTANCE, RES. ,~e2.22et FREE ESTIMATES J Dealer No. 01249A SUZUKI GORS , , 
I /~'v 
I ~ Oontraot|n *~ . "~~/" -  :. g FACIALS" PEDICURE 
I ~~dl~/ :~ R .. ' . . . .  HAIRCONDITIONING MANICUR E 
• rooting bpeclallSt I ~ , ~ ¢ 1 1 ~ ~  STYL ING HOT WAX DEP ILAT ION'  
I FREE ESTIMATES (NO CUTTING) 
l ....... : "  ' " . N0.12.3624 Ka lum St. Phone 635-4788 
Call evenings 635 4600 
J " (Sunnyhi l l  T ra i le r  Pa'rk)  
• e and try our excell 'ent 
elections of ~ ,~ " ' 
m ported meats, 
cheeses and- ~ : ~ ;  l l~. J lou,¢m~$e~les~'temsLM. 
delicacies. ' J l~"~.  
Nodhland Deft GLENN CARSON 
' /: 3092 HWY 16 EAST ' ZlQTm iM ~:~ ....... ~ , , WALLY LEFEBVRE 
~ v I i=w= . TERRACE, B.C. PH E /B '  vS~3NS ON (~)~s.s~ 
4623 Lakelse Phone 635-2833 ~ ,  • 
.u . ,u  Satellite ¥Jnvl 
638-8195 ' , - v 
Custom' Furniture - Auto & Marine Upholstery - Vinyl 
ANSWERING ' Repair - Van Conversion Accessories - R.V. Supplies • 
Boattopplng & I~lardware . Vinyl Car Tops - 
PAG I NG OR Headliners - Tonneao Covers - Auto Carpet- V.W. Seats 
Mr~m,.r~D, ~,p_ recovered in original color and material, front & back 
. . . . . . . .  "'~ $225- Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather- Complete, 
• SERVICES Corvetter supplies, p 
24 HOUR SERVICE  Antique Auto Restoration . " 
• ' R.R. 2 Johns Road 
603-D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VOG 1V5 Phone 635-4348 
SPARKS A MEMORYI  I 
/VId~ltmN~r,~j 
~ ~ ~  SEE KEN AT: I I  ' 
~J/ l~ ::'~/\T:J '  , I I MoEIha.He~. Asso.mala, 
~ ' ~ ~  n,n  i I Consulting .~lvtlE g oers 
'C~ k~'-Jo~jy~// 1-4621phone Lak lse638.1464 i i British Columbia. Land Surveyors , 
1/ P I I 205.4630 Lazelle.Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
v CLOSED MONDAY , J J Canada V8G 1S6 
Call us at 635-6357 9 to 5 
o 
- -o . . . ,  . . o , .  ' ANDERSON 
4. 
T.V, GUIDE 
All listings subject to change without notice, i 
gggimnllllUgnlllmlggnlggnmglgggigllggggglgggglglglllggggil 
Thursday, April 27 • 5 pem. to midnight 
I 1~ K ING ~ CFTK J .  BCTV a KCTS ' 
D ,NeC) e *,c,,:., . ,  cc~)  "1 P ' " ) /  
- - t  
JJ m :00 The • Nwelyv~ed ' NHL Emergen~:y Mister / 
, J~  : 15 . Game • Playoffs Emergency Rogers l 
The Gong Electric l 
_ • :30 News NHL Show Company / 
V :45 N~.w~ :. • Playoffs 
~1~ :00 .News NHL News Zoom / 
: 15 News Playoffs Hour Zoom l 
~ J  :3~ News NHL • . News Over l 
,qw : News ! Playoffs Hour Easy ~1 
m~ .00' Seattle NHL . Ted Knight .Ma.cNell . l 
• * : 15 . Tonight Playoffs Show Lenrer / 
J :30 Seattle . NHL Grand Old Best of / 
B :45 Mariners Playoffs Country E. Kovacs | 
:00 Seattle • ~ Mary Tyler The " Movie | 
X :15 Mariners " ~oore Watlons "Manin the Whi te |  
J ' l  :30 Seattle Hourglass The . Suit" | 
V :45 Mariners Hourglass Waltons Coat i 
A :00 Seattle Thurs. Night tl. Hutchinson Cont J 
l i J  : 15 Mariners Novle Show Cont l 
~- J  :30 Seattle "The Mad Room" Carter Animation l 
V : 45 Mariners Cont , Country Festival | 
i l l  A "0G Seattle Cont Starsky and The Two. | 
• • • 115 Mariners Cont Hutch Ronnles l 
i • • :30 Special Cont Starsky and Cda. l 
I l l  V :.45 Cont Cant Hutch Cinema / 
i~  I I  :00 News "the National CTV News 'DlckCavett. | 
i ' i  :15 News Night Final News Show l 
U U :30 Tonight I 90Mlnutes Hour Turnabout ~ l 
I I l l  :aS Show J Live Final ,, . Turnabout / 
I I  ~1~ :00 i Tonight I 90 Minutes The Late Show Sign Off • / 
• -B  :15 i Show J Live "Journey to the | 
i ,Or  :30 Tonight. J 90 Minutes Seventh Planet" | ,  
• L arm :45 Jshow I Live COnt / 
Friday, April" 28 10 i.nl. ~ 5 p.m. 
i ~ IL  .00 Wheel of I Canadian' Jean Cannem Electric - 
i • :15 Fortune " J Schools Show Company 
i • :30 Knockout' I Mr. Deflation Two Cents 
I I ~1~ ~aS Knockout J Dressup Definition r. Wor th  
• I i i  :00 To Say J Sesame Kareen's Art 
, i  : 15 The Least J " Street Yoga Cart 
• ' :30 The Gong I Sesame It's Your Over 
I I 'al l  :aS Show J Street Mnve .. Easy 
i ~1~ .00 Hollywood I I Dream Noon Electric 
"~,~ 115 . Squares I of Jeannle News Company 
f :30 Days of J Ryan's Movie •Matinee Inside 
' ' , i  :aS Our Lives i Ho,,p,e ' "Cave of the Out 
I :00 Days of" | Bob McLean Outlaws" ' -i~e Music 
:15  Our Lives . J show ~nt   Place " 
:30 The Doctors ~ I Bob McLean Measure 
U : 45 The Doctors J Show Cont Up 
• ~ :00 Another | Hollywood Another . Bread and 
H :15 World | Squares World Butterflies 
:30 Another | Edge of Another Making 
i~ .  :45 'World J Night ~erld Music 
O | :00 Movie I Higtl Alan Hamel Speakout 
Ill • :15 "Bache lor  Ir J Hopes Show Speakout * 
eL ) '  :~  Paradise" J Take . ,  The Lucy Villa 
I - : 45 C.pnt I Thirty Show Alegre 
A :00 Cont : l Klahanle Emergency Sesame 
: 1'; Cont I Klahanle Cont .  Street. 
i :30 Cont J Friday After Cont Sesame 
i 
:'IS Ca,t I SChool COnt Street 
I I I I I I I I  I I I I I I I I  I l l l  I I I I  I I I I I I I I I I I I  I I I IBBBIBA| |BB|B 'B IB |  | BBBB|  •mBBBBBIBBBBl l  
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, JUST ARRIVED- 
• " ' " t : 
. .  , 
• BIKE FAIII  • ! / i 
Ul IaBI IBHIUml l  i m l l i .n i i l l nmnl l lmannuan ia l lU  i l ima lymunn in la lanaa lna i l i l~  
Go rdo n and And er  sonLtd. 
Store Hours: ~ . ,  
I L l l IA  l Tues,-Sat, 9a,m. 5,30p,m. ('HAR(;EX 
Friday 9a,nl,-Dp,m . VISA 
CLOSED MONDAY 
